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The Three-Day Forecast 

Today: Sunny, 
High 65, Low 41 

Saturday: Sunny, 
High 52, Low 39 

Sunday: Sunny, 
High 54, Low 40 
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The sailing team 
captured third place 
out of 15 teams during 
last weekend's Arrigan 

Memorial regatta. See 

Sports, page 10. 

Pete Saharko 
examines cheating, 
and proposes to 
eradicate the “white- 
collar” crime on college 
campuses. See 
Viewpoint, page 3. 

«Can you see into 

the future? Psychic 
B. Anne Gehman, wife of 
English Professor 
Wayne Knoll, says she 
can. Check out Eric 
Wall's interview with her 

in Features, page 6.       

Business’ Role In 

College Is Minor, 

‘Dean Says 
By HEATHER BURKE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

TuesHoya 
By YonaTtan Lupu 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

The Student Activities Commission 
believesits recent fiscal difficulties were 

caused by a broad, long-term lack of - 
university funding for SAC, despite ad- - 
mitting that the actions of specific clubs 
have intensified the problem. 

SAC Chair Taryn Voget (GSB ’97) 
said the growing numbers of clubs and 
their activities have caused the commis- 
sion to spend be- 

  

  

yond the $87,000 ‘NEwsS 

allocation it has re- 

ceivedineachofthe ANALYSIS     last two years. In 
both years, SAC has spent the allocation 
by February and had to rely on contin- 
gency funds. 

Director of Student Organizations 
Martha Swanson agreed with Voget, 
saying that SAC does not have “enough 
money to allocate for the number of 
groups they have and for the scope of the 
activities.” 

By mid-February, SAC had spent all 
of its allocated funds for the academic 
year and began spending its $5,000 con- 
tingency fund. However, this fund was 
quickly exhausted, and the commission 
decided to freeze spending Feb. 24. 

SAC Commissioner Dimitri 
Schneiberg (GSB ’97) explained the 
spending by saying, “There were a lot of 
clubs that had a lot of ideas and we gave 
them money.” 

Despite receiving a new $5,000 allo- 
cation from Dean of Students James A. 
Donahue last week, Voget said SAC 
will likely have a deficit for the academic 
year. Vogetand Swanson said the size of 
the debt, which is not yet known, will 

determine how it will be financed. 
Similarly, Voget said SAC ended the 

last academic year with a $9,000 debt, 

which was financed with the contin- 

  

Additional business courses and minors for Georgetown 
College students will not be pursued by the administration 
despite almost unanimous student desires to the contrary, 
according to Robert Lawton, S.J., dean of the College. Lawton 
addressed this and other College student concerns last night 
at a Leavey Program.Room forum sponsored by the College 
Academic Council. 

According to a College Academic Council student opinion 
survey released in January, 95 percent of respondents said 
they supported giving College students the choice to minor in 
business. 

According to Eric Grey (COL’ 99), who attended the 
meeting, two non-GSB business courses are offered each 
semester to College students. He said he believes the demand 
for these courses outstrips their availability. 

Grey asked Lawton about the availability of business 
courses for freshman and sophomore College students. 

Lawton said more business courses should not be offered 
to College students and that they should not be permitted to 
minor in business. He added that he is not going to pursue 
either of these issues. 

“I feel people are too concerned, too early with entering the 
business world,” Lawton said. However, he said he was 

“willing to talk” to students about the matter. 

Lawton said he would rather put College resources into 
English courses and public speaking than into business. “It is 
more important for business students to be exposed to the 
liberal arts than liberal arts students to business,” he said. 

Lawton also addressed the lack of facilities and resources 
on campus. Lawton said that about five or six years ago, the 

. unrealistic amount,’ 
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SAC Calls for More 

Funds to Solve Woes 
gency fund containing $23,000. Never- 
theless, she said, SAC did not receive 

any more funding from Donahue this 
year, nor will it receive more in the com- 
ing year. 

However, according to Voget, the num- 
ber of clubs funded by SAC has grown 
from 57 to 72 since last year. She said 
that although clubs received $87,000 
from SAC this year, their total expenses 
were about $300,000, meaning they had 
to raise over two-thirds of their income 
themselves. 

“We expect clubs to fund-raise an 
’ she said. 

Recently, several clubs have had diffi- 
culty raising the money required to fund 
their own programs. 

In the last two years, Voget said, the 
actions of several individual clubs have 
been major causes of SAC’s deficits. 
Last year, she said, 3 clubs, which she 
declined to name, ran “ridiculous” debts, 

which SAC had to balance by allocating 
its funds. 

Voget said that last fall a club, which 
she declined to name, held an event that 
raised $6,000 less than it had budgeted 
for. Furthermore, two other groups, which 
she also declined to name, overestimated 
their revenues by around $700 each. 

In January, Voget discovered the 

$6.000 debt and allocated funds to bal- 
ance it. After this, SAC had about $2,000 
left from its original $87,000, but ran out 
of money a month later. 

Following this, Voget estimated, 15 

to 20 potential events went unfunded 
because SAC froze all spending. So, 
other clubs, she said, would have gotten 
the $6,000if SAC had notused it to cover 

another club’s debt. 
According to Sarah Rathke (COL 98), 

. who resigned from her second term as 
SAC commissioner last week, the 

Women’s Empowerment League asked 
See SAC, pr. 5 
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College Dean Robert Lawton, S.J., addressed student 

concerns about academic issues during a forum last night. 
  

drew up a set of plans for a building that would to be located 
between the graveyard and New North and contain a 350-seat 

university began to plan for an expansion of arts facilities and 

theater and rehearsal space. This building would be used by the 
art, music and theater departments. 

Lawton said the building has not been constructed because 
ofa lack of funds. A large part of the Capital Campaign for the 
College will go to fund the arts, according to Lawton. 

Some students asked Lawton how the College was trying to 
foster an intellectual environment at Georgetown. Lawton said 
one of the College’s largest priorities was increasing student/ 
faculty interaction. According to Lawton, with the help of Dean 

See LAWTON, p. 5 

Pate Plans Spring Block Party 
By Brian CHANDLER 
Hova STAFF WRITER 

With the arrival of Spring, George- 

town students inevitably anticipate the 

annual Spring block party. This year, the 

task of coordinating the biggest party of 

the year has been handed down to Brian 

Pate (SFS ’97). 
According to Pate, there is no formal 

process to decide who will plan the event 

— the position is traditionally passed 

down from one planner to another. 

Pate, who assisted Garth Arevalo (GSB 

’96) with planning last year’s party, is 

acting as an independent entrepreneur 

and is unilaterally financing the block 

party. The party is scheduled for May 2 

and will be held on 37th Street between 

Prospect and N streets. 
Pate said he is confident in his ability 

to organize the event because of his expe- 

rience last year. The apprenticeship- type 

process of appointing an organizer, Pate 

said, allows the successor to the position 

to become familiar with the necessary 
university, city and ANC processes. 

“[Last year], met all the people in the 
city [I needed to gain approval from for 
the party] and learned all the procedures.” 

Pate said planning the party is a time- 
consuming task. He said he anticipates 
he will spend a total of between 200 and 
250 hours on planning the party. 
GUSA Vice President Dan Leistikow 

(COL 98) said planning the party is a 
great undertaking, — “almost a full- 
time job” — which is why it is handled 
by an individual who can devote his full 
attention to the task as opposed to a club. 

“Any club would have difficulties run- 
ning an alcohol-related case. GUSA’s 
only role [in the block party planning 

process] is to make sure [Pate] gets ap- 

proval from [Dean of Students James A. ] 
Donohue and the ANC,” Leistikow said. 

Pate said he will be the recipient of any 
profits derived from the block party, a fact 
he jusitifies because he is financing the 
entire project and is therefore assuming 
any financial risk which it may involve. 

ANC 2E05 Commissioner James 
Fogarty (COL *98) complimented Pate’s 
efforts to plan the event. “[Pate] has done 
an outstanding job working with both 
the community and university,” Fogarty 
said. “He has takena lot on himself'to put 
onaparty forall [of] Georgetown. I think 

the students owe a lot to Pate.” 3 
GUSA President John Cronan (COL 

’98) also reiterated his support for Pate 
role in planning the block party. “Brian 

Pate has done a wonderful job,” he 
said. 
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There are four streetlamps at the corner of 33rd and O streets, where a student was sexually assaulted last week. 

Students Rally for Lighting 
Latest Sexual Assault Sparks Campus Concern 
By AbAamM SUPPLE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

In light of the alleged March 22 
sexual assault at 33rd and O streets, 
several Georgetown students have 
become involved in a campaign to 

  

make the surrounding area safer and. 
better lit. 

Hae Jung Moon (SES 99). anewly- 
elected GUSA representative, is spear- 
heading the campaign. “It was just 
something I thought we could do to 
improve the neighborhood, especially 
after the sexual assault,” Moon said. 
“We need to have more improvements 
in off-campus safety.” 

Moon’s plan comes in two parts. 

First, she said she hopes for an in- 
crease in lighting in the neighbor- 
hoods surrounding the university, in- 
cluding the blocks between Wiscon- 
sin Avenue and campus, as well:as- 

Burleith. 
The second plan is the creation of 

“safe paths,” certain streets between 
the Healy Gates and M Street and 
Wisconsin Avenue, that will have in- 

creased patrols at nighttime in order to 
provide a safe route for students and 
anyone else moving through the area 
at night. 

Lighting the streets may prove the 
most problematic part of her plan, ac- 
cording to Advisory Neighborhood 
2E05 Commissioner James Fogarty 
(COL ’98). “Because Georgetown is a 
historic neighborhood, only a certain 
type of decorative lamppost can be 
installed,” Fogarty said. 

According to Fogarty, the lampposts 
canbe made either of iron or fiberglass, 
and cost somewhere between $5,000 

and $6,000 apiece. 
To combat the high cost of the lamp- 

posts, Fogarty said he is working to 
obtain used lampposts at a lower price 
from the Southeast neighborhood of 
Anacostia, where they are being re- 
placed with new ones. 
“The lights are still good. They’re 

just old,” he said. 
He added that there was a long list of 

requests from throughout the District 
for new lamposts. Georgetown hasonly 
300 lamposts, Fogarty said. 

Moon noted that not all the lamposts 
need to be replaced. “In some cases, 

only a lightbulb may need to be in- 
stalled, and it will work fine,” she said. 

GUSA President John Cronan (COL 

’98) said he supports Moon’s plan, 
which includes preliminary walk- 
throughs of the neighborhoods. The 
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walk-throughs will be performed by 
several GUSA members, Fogarty and 
ANC 2E05 Commissioner Rebecca 
Sinderbrand (SES ’98). 

* Onthe walk-throughs, whichare sup- 
posed to take place during both day and 
night hours, the students will take note 
of certain poorly lit areas and any lights 
that have to be fixed, Cronan said. 

After the walk-throughs, which 
should be finished by Wednesday, 
Moon said she will present the find- 
ings to the Citizens’ Association of 
Georgetown. That will be the first in- 
formation the community receives on 
the subject. 

“Right now, the project is in its 
initial stages, and I haven’t gotten any 
feedback from the community yet,” 
she said. 

Once the Citizens’ Association has 
seen it, Moon said she will present her 

plan to the ANC and hopes she can 
implement it. 

Fogarty and Sinderbrand both said 
they supported the plan, but Fogarty 
said that it may take a long time for the 
new lighting to be installed. 

Sinderbrand was more optimistic 
abouttheplan’s future. “Everyone wants 
better lighting,” she said, “and I’m not 
expecting much opposition to the plan.”   

  

Affirmative Action at Georgetown 
University s Poy Remains a Mystery to Many GU Students 

By SARAH ARCHER 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

Affirmative action is no longer just a 
social-improvement program. It has be- 
come a loaded term and over the years 
‘has come to symbolize tension in U.S. 
race relations. During election years, 
many candidates define themselves by 
their stance on this issue, and, as a result 

of that stance, can win or lose elections. 

In California, the decision to end affir- 
mativeaction in the university system set 
offa controversy thatstill rages. Politics, 
however, is only one aspect of this on- 
going debate, which is linked not only 
with what is but what could or should be. 

Most people have a definite opinion 
about affirmative action and its place in 
our society. One group of theories against 
affirmative action is based upon its jus- 
tice. This view is expressed by Russell 

Smith (COL ’98), the Editor-in Chief of 
The Georgetown Academy and a mem- 
ber of the Philademic Society who de- 
bated this issue last spring. “Affirmative 
action looks at groups rather than indi- 
viduals. How can'you say that to get rid 
ofracial and gender inequality you should 
turn it around? We should judge people 
based upon ‘the content of their charac- 
ter’ instead of their gender, race or reli- 
gious affiliation,” he maintained. 

As to the admissions process, he ad- 
mits that itis not perfect. He said, “People 
may not be able to compete on some 

levels, but we need to look at the same 
criteria for everyone. Things make up for 
lower test scores. To apply to George- 
town out of challenging situations says a 
lot about an individual's character, and 
that should be part of the [admission] 
decision.” 

Gabriel Kramer (SFS 98), a liberal 

member of the Philodemic society who 
has also debated this issue, disagrees 
with the individual-oriented critique of 
affirmative action. “Waiting for [equal 
opportunity] to happen has not been good 
enough.” He said trying to assess differ- 
ences is important, especially when deal- 
ing with discrimination, but if racial 

justice is the long-run goal, then society 
will have to accept categorical discrimi- 
nation. “The idea of setting aside or 
addressing things to a group of people is 
not alien to our society,” he explained. 

Kramer said that when trying to 
overcome the effects of racism and the 
social inequalities that it has created, 

it is necessary to take into consider- 

ation the historical loss of opportunity. 
“It is important to set goals of diver- 
sity. Unless we do this, we run the 
danger of excluding 

See AFFIRMATIVE, ». 6 

Begg Savors His Two Months in GUSA 
By CLAY Risen 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

Many students in GUSA expect a 
serious discussion over the controver- 

‘sial nomination of Gabe Camarillo 

(GSB ’98) as SAC chair during 

tonight’s GUSA meeting. But lan Begg 
(COL ’97), the newest senior repre- 
sentative, is looking at it with a certain 

sense of reservation. “I anticipate some 
petty bickering ... the fate of humanity 
does not reston [the SAC chair contro- 
versy],” he said. 

Begg, agovernment major, was elected 
March 24 to the GUSA seat vacated by 
Maureen “Mo” Farrell (SES "97) Febru- 

ary 11. Farrell resigned after it was re- 
vealed that she had not been a full-time 
student during the fall term. Begg, who 
ran unopposed, won 11 out of the 34 
votes cast by seniors; Craig Leen (COL 
'97), a write-in candidate, won second 
place with seven votes. 

Begg takes a laidback attitude to- 
ward his election and GUSA in gen- 
eral. 

“It was a spur-of-the-moment thing ... 

It seemed like a good idea; like I could 
win,” he said. But he added that in real- 
ity, GUSA is “not all that interesting.” 

Farrell, who worked with Begg at 
Uncommon Grounds, said he was a good 
worker and capable of dealing with 
“nominations and appointments, which 
is most of what GUSA does right now.” 

Begg is careful to add that there is 
no real need to change the environment 
of GUSA, petty though it may be. “That’s 
just the nature of GUSA, and [GUSA 
President John] Cronan (COL ’98) can’t 

do anything to change it, nor should he.” 
GUSA President John Cronan (COL 

’98), who works a shift with Begg at 
Uncommon Grounds, said, “I knew Ian 
long before his current fame. He is a 
conscientious worker, and he makes a 
great capuccino.” 

However, Cronan said that while Begg 
seems interested in GUSA in general, he 
has yet to express to him any interest in 

, any particular projects. 
Begg has no plans for the few weeks 

left in his term, saying that he needs to 
balance his time between his GUSA 
responsibilities and finding a post-gradu- 

ation job. As far as his campaign went, 
he said, “I didn’t spend a whole lot [of 
money]. But I was ready for a chal- 

lenger.” 
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GUSA is “not all that interesting,” ac- 
cording to lan Begg (COL '97). 
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ThekHova 
Founded January 14, 1920 

Safety in Neighbors? 
AT ABOUT 8:30 on the evening of March 22 a 

Georgetown student was sexually assaulted near 

the corner of 33rd and O streets. The attack has 

renewed a fear that students are not immune to the 

perils of living ina city, and rightly so. Thankfully, 

the university administration has recognized this 

fact for some time and has taken steps to lessen 

dangers to students when possible. Unfortunately, 

despite efforts to increase street lighting in the 

surrounding neighborhoods, particularly on the 

very block where this most recent assault took 

place, the university has met with opposition from 

residents. 

At first. to think anyone would be opposed to 

improving safety for both students and residents 

seems unbelievable. but there are members of the 

local community who oppose placing brighter and 

more lights along streets. Their rationale: It would 

hurt the historic feel of the neighborhood. Of all the 

cockamamie reasons, this one perhaps seems the 

most ridiculous, but it is indicative of the niminy- 

piminy mentality present among a small, group of 

residents. y 

In their narrowminded approach to issues, this 

group fails to see the entire scope of any particular 

matter and prefers instead to issue demands with- 

out regard for their affect on others. In this case the 

desire to preserve historical or aesthetic quality in 

the neighborhoods has produced opposition to ef- 

forts by the university to protect all members of the 

community by improving lighting. Subsequently, a 
member of the student body has suffered infinitely 

more than any resident would if the lights were 

installed. The vociferous minority of our commu- 

nity has demonstrated a condemnable lack of re- 

gard for those who share this part of the city with 

it, and they should be stopped for once. 

It would be one thing if this lack of consideration 

were an isolated one, but alas, it is only one 

example of many times the neighbors have disre- 

garded overall goals to win short-term fights. The 

Georgetown area suffers from heavy traffic and a 

lack of parking that has resulted in part from 

residents’ previous opposition to a Metro station 

and to a proposed controlled intersection at the 

Canal Road entrance to Parking Lot 3. The 

university’s 1993 attempts to build a new power 

plant that would have supplied energy for new 

buildings were thwarted by the same residents who 

now complain that the university will not build 

more dorms to move students back on campus. 

Ultimately the complaining that residents seem 

to love hurts them too. as the community deals with 

many avoidable hardships caused by their misdi- 

rected efforts. In this case, though, their inaction 

has hurt one person in a much more substantial 

way, and for that they should finally be forced to 

suffer the hardship of having safe streets. 

Something to Hide 
WHEN THE STUDENT Activities Commis- 

sion opened its meetings in February 1996 after 

intense pressure from GUSA and the Yard, Greg 

Kampanis, then president of the International Re- 

lations Club, said, “I don’t think students know 

why SAC makes the decisions they do. Open 

meetings will help students to understand how 

SAC works and make sure that commissioners 

are fulfilling the duties they were assigned to by 

GUSA.” Kampanis was right, and SAC meet- 
ings are now open. But that does not stop SAC 

from trying to keep public information out of the 

public eye. SAC’s guiding principle that stu- 

dents have a right to know how their tuition 

dollars are spent has recently been forgotten. 

SAC has been facing financial difficulties since 

February, when it spent its $87,000 budget and 

reached into its $5,000 contingency funds. Al- 

though SAC Chair Taryn Voget (GSB ’97) then 

attributed the lack of funds to “a combination of 

things.” and went on to say, “as Georgetown 

becomes more diverse, there’s more spending,” the 

fact is that SAC obviously needs to pay closer 

attention to its allocations. That SAC’s contin- 

gency fund is empty is evidence enough of that. 

Although SAC may feel it needs more moneys, it 

still needs to learn to handle what it does receive. 

Specifically, SAC’s financial woes were com- 

pounded this year by a single club’s failure to 

generate $6,000 of the revenue it originally in- 
tended. Voget and others refused to disclose the 

name of this group, and the public minutes of the 

meeting that dealt with the group are mysteriously 

missing, according to Alex Scherer (COL ’99), 

who is in charge of keeping and distributing the 

minutes. The undisclosed information is important 
because the loss of this club’s revenue meant SAC 

had to fall back on the dean of students for help— 

to the tune of $5,000 of our tuition money — and 

because these financial difficulties led to cancella- 

tion of activities. 
Vogetestimated about 15 events went unfunded. 

For example, according to Sarah Rathke (SFS 

’98), who resigned from SAC last week, in Febru- 
ary the Women’s Center asked for $200 to fund the 
Women’s Leadership Conference, but the funds 

were not available because SAC had frozen its 

funding to clubs, and the conference had to be 

postponed until next fall. 

As SAC’s own January 1996 study found, it is 

not unusual for many of the clubs SAC oversees to 

fall short of their predicted revenues by small 

amounts, say around $10. As these seemingly 

insignificant losses quickly add up, SAC needs to 

closely monitor each club’s budget. 

All clubs on campus need to maintain fiscal 

responsibility. That SAC had to fall back on the 

administration’s generosity should not serve as 

a precendent for other clubs. While the exigen- 

cies of any given year cannot be known, identi- 

fiable trends exist and can be predicted and 

studied. The fact that last night’s SAC meeting 

was only attended by three of the six commis- 

sioners is not comforting. 

All this mismanagement leads up to last weeks 

inappropriate withholding of information from the 

student body. Disorganization is no excuse for 

dishonesty. Covering up details of supposedly 

open meetings will only add to the list of SAC’s 

mistakes making them look bad in the process.   
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Letters to the Editor 

Nursing School Deserves Some Respect 
To THE EDITOR: 

In response to Farmer Ted’s April 
Fools story (“GU Welcomes School of 
Tractor-Trailer Training,” p. 1, April 1), 
Georgetown University is an institution 
that prepares some of the finest gradu- 
ates in many fields, including business, 
foreign service, liberal arts, linguistics 
and nursing. Each one of these fields 
plays an important role in society and 
each one deserves an equal amound of 
deference. None of these disciplines can 
be regarded as having more value than 
another. ¢ : 

In THE HovA’s recent April Fools is- 
sue, the School of Nursing was equated 
with a “tractor-trailer training school.” 
Disparaging comments about the School 
of Nursing were attributed to University 
President Leo J. O'Donovan, S.J. While 
nursing students do have a sense of hu- 
mor, this latest joke is symptomatic of 
what appears to be a general lack of 
respect among the student body for the 
School of Nursing and the profession. A 
quote from the story reads, “Blows my 
mind why the hell youd spend 120 grand 
to say, ‘Bend over and cough, sir.”” Isn’t 
the education required in the preparation 
to become intimately involved in saving 
lives and improving the quality of hu- 

man life worth at least “120 grand”? 
According to the Undergraduate Bul- 

letin, Georgetown “sees all persons as 
essentially equal ... always to be re- 
spected.” Georgetown nursing students 
respect the academic demands of busi- 
ness, foreign service, liberal. arts and 
linguistic students. The nursing students 
wouldalso like to be acknowledged for the 
academic demands we must meet, as well 
as the nature of the nursing profession. 

This apparent lack of respect may origi- 
nate from an ignorance about the nursing 
profession which in turn affects the re- 
spect warranted toward the academics 
required for the disipline. If this is the 
case, we would welcome the opportunity 
to enlighten our fellow students. We 
offer this as a final thought: Those who 
are tempted to take the profession lightly 
may change their opinion at a later date 
when they find themselves or a family 
member in a critical situation fully de- 
pendent on the competent training of a 
nurse. 

KATHLEEN BLANCHFIELD (NUR 98) 
HEATHER DARWIN (NUR 98) 

NICOLE DUPONT (NUR "98) 

JAMES HILLIARD (NUR 98) 

ArrIL 4, 1997 

To THE EDITOR: 

One hundred twenty thousand dollars 
invested in a nursing education. The 
return: long hours, low pay and little 
respect. Not a “smart” investment. 

Why not enroll in a “tractor-trailer” 
education with regular wages and a 
pension? Or, perhaps, an education 
endeavor that leads to wealth and pres- 
tige? 

From a fiscal point of view, I have no 
answer. Nor do I have an answer as to 

why we, in nursing, endure the hard- 
ships of our profession — holding the 
hands of the dying, the abandoned, the 
bereaved, the rejected and neglected. 
Working double shifts to make sure our 
patients are cared for. 

I do know it takes a special human 
being to choose a profession in which 
much is asked, but little — in the way of 
the world — is returned. Perhaps it is a 
matter of being “in the world,” but not 
“of the world.” [ know University Presi- 
dent Leo J. O’Donovan, S.J., under- 
stands. Do you? 

LYNNE M. SCANLON 

CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR, GEORGETOWN 

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 

APRIL 3, 1997 
  

Keep Better 
To THE EDITOR: 

As a member of the track and field 
team I write to voice my displeasure 
with your coverage of our team this 
year. While I do not pretend to think 
the sport of track and field is as popu- 
lar as basketball or football, I find it 
sad that the best sports program at this 
school gets the least coverage. 

For instance, at the Indoor NCAA 

Championships this past March, the 
men’s team had four All-Americans, 
two of whom were sophomores, and 
two of whom were juniors. As if this 
weren’t enough, the distance medley 
relay team set an American record in 
that event! These facts were not even 

reported by your paper. 
Not only has the lack of stories 

themselves been an issue, but when 
an story is actually written, it is most 
often filled with blatant mistakes and 
obvious errors. Whoever writes the 
stories has little orno knowledge about 
the sport and consequently the stories 
usually read like a glorified result 
sheet.   

Track of Track and Field 
‘I'am aware that the team usually 

competes around the country and it is 
impossible for your reporters to have 
firsthand information about the meet, 
but this does not excuse them from 
doing their job as reporters. The re- 
porters don’t talk to the coaches and 
they don’t talk to the athletes. They 
also have no idea how a track meet is 
scored or when it is or what kinds of 
meets there are. They have no knowl- 
edge of the level of the competition, 
the magnitude of the meet nor the 
quality of the times or distances. 

Imagine you sent a reporter to a 
basketball game who was unfamiliar 
with the rules. It would be a debacle. 
If you sent a reporter to cover a foot- 
ball game and the reporter did not 
know that the opponent was very good, 
the story would be filled with gross 
inaccuracies. There would be no per- 
spective in which to put the team’s 
performance. 

I do not ask that there be in-depth 
analysis of every meet we compete in. 
[ do not even ask that every meet be 

reported as a major event — most of 
them are not. But what I do expect is 
that your reporters will take time to 
learn about the sport, ask a coach oran 
athlete, or even take a book out of the 
library about track and field. If your 
basketball reporters read Street and 
Smith, your track writers should read 
Track and Field News. I also expect 
that athletes’ names be spelled cor- 
rectly, and that the right times and 
distances are listed. 

The track and field team has ath- 
letes thatare All-Americans, National 
Champions and American Record 
holders, we have produced profes- 
sional runners and throwers and 
Olympians. I think it is time your 
paper gave a little respect to these 
fine students. 

If your paper could do these things 
it would be well on its way to becom- 
ing a legitimate periodical, and not 
just a student publication. 

GEORGE C..KocHMAN, ITI (col. 197) 
APRIL 2, 1997 ;     

For the Record 

GUSA President Responds to Criticism 
FOR THE RECORD: 

I am writing in response to various 
comments that have been made regard- 
ing the lack of involvement of members 

of the presidential and vice presidential 
campaign of Terra Brown and Austin 
Martin. These accusations, in reality, are 
far from accurate. If the past few weeks 
are any indication, several prominent 
members ofthe Brown/Martin campaign 
team will be making essential contribu- 
tions to the student association this up- 
coming year. 

Austin Martin has applied to be chair 
of the Junior Class Committee, a crucial 

leadership role for the Class of 1999. 
Former campaign worker and class rep- 
resentative Melody Drummond has ap- 
plied to be communications director, and 

will undoubtedly perform excellently if 
appointed. Another campaign worker, 
Chris Posteraro, has committed to re- 
maining active on the Student Services 
Committee, working on issues ranging 
from the debit card to student safety. In 
addition, these three campus leaders are 

taking on prominent roles in our efforts 
to defeat the zoning overlay. 

In a few days, the GUSA Course Re- 
view will be distributed, a publication 
that is the result of tireless efforts of two 
former Brown supporters Darin 
Milmeister and Pat Hulsey.Meanwhile, 
Chris Rull and Anthony Kaseta have 
successfully attained seats on the as- 
sembly, and we look forward to work- 

ing with them during the upcoming 
year. 

More importantly, however, members 
of the student association should not be 
classified as “Brown supporters” or 
“Cronan supporters.” The electionis over, 
and with that should come an end to the 
political fractionalization and campaign 
teams. The Student Association cannot 
afford another year of infighting and 
political bickering. We all share com- 
mon goals for the university and must 
work together, not against each other, to 

realize those goals. 
These individuals should be applauded 

for their continued participation in the 
student association, and, with their help 

we look forward to a productive year. 

JoHN CRONAN (COL *98), GUS A PRESIDENT 

APRIL 7, 1997 

Student Input Sought for Block Party 
For THE RECORD: 

I just wanted to open the door to your 
inputon this spring’s “End of the Classes 
Block Party,” which has been approved 
by both the Advisory Neighborhood 
Commissionand Dean of Students James 
A. Donahue. 

Last semester we attempted to make 
several improvements to the event: a 
variety of beer, more taps and a headliner 
band (Blue Miracle), to name a few. This 

semester | hope to showcase the George- 
town music scene. In that spirit, I want to 

extend an invitation to any interested 
Georgetown band to play at the block 
party. 

One complaint often voiced by resi- 
dents at ANC meetings is that the block 
party focuses on beer and its indiscrimi- 
nate consumption. I personally feel that 
the block party revolves around meeting 
and socializing with friends, and while I 
am the last person to think drinking is an 
inappropriate recreation, when I put 
myself in the shoes of our older neigh- 
bors 1 can understand their concern. If 

you have any ideas on how to broaden the 
spectrum of activities at the block party, 
or broaden the block party’s appeal, 
please contact me. 

+ The block party will be held on May 2 
on 37th Street between N and Prospect 
streets. (A headliner band has not yet 
been secured, but something is in the 

works.) Please contact me with input or 
questions at 625-1502. 

BRIAN PATE (SFS '97) 

APRIL 2, 1997 
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Men Behaving 
Badly 

ATE SATURDAY NIGHT, AS [WALKED BY NEW SOUTH, IsAw 
L what I am sure many other people have seen at some 

point in their college experiences: a fight. Actually, it 
seemed more like a bunch of guys, two of whom wanted to 
pummel each other, while the rest tried to control the escalat- 
ing situation. I stopped for a minute and talked to someone 
standing on the periphery of the action. Being the savvy 
columnist you all have grown to love, I mentioned to him that 
Iwas going to write a column on men and violence, and I asked 

his opinion on the notion that fight- 
ing is often an expression of man- 
hood. His exasperation with the 
situation was evident when he 
replied that it was more like an 
expression of boyhood. 
Why is it that some men have a 

tendency to get in physical con- 
frontations? Certainly, we have 
heard about the phenomena of the 
“girl fight,” but in my experience 
these gather attention in part be- 
cause of their unconventionality. 
The reality is thatithas been more 
socially acceptable for men to act 

aggressively than for women. With this social expectation, it 
is no surprise that in some men this leads to a tendency to 
choose violence to solve problems. 

Statistics show that 90 percent of the people incarcerated in 
this country today are men, and a large percentage of those 
offenders are there because of violent behavior. Certainly, this 
is partly a result of the fact the police target men as criminals 

  

KATIE 
O’BRIEN 
The Gender Gap 

    

  

Is violence inherently 
a masculine characteristic? 

more often than they target women, because of traditional 
stereotypes of gender. However, we cannot ignore the fact that 
there seems to be a larger percentage of men choosing to act 

violently. Explaining the roots of this behavior focuses on how 
men are socialized, how they are taught to define what it 
means to be a man. 

Often, men are challenged to act in a “macho” manner, to 
act as if they do not fear physical confrontation. If someone 
really wants to get under a guy’s skin, he calls him a coward, 
a wimp. By belittling a man for not acting violently, status is 
determined by how much physical intimidation a person can 
muster, rather than judging that person on the basis of sense 
of humor, intelligence or sensitivity. 

This social attitude is detrimental. Here at Georgetown, we 
rarely see it other than in the form of occasional bar fights or 
fistfights. Asan elite educational institution, violence is rarely 
a part of our lives. In the world outside Healy Gates, however, 
this macho attitude has dire consequences. For youth involved 
in gangs, it creates a world where the definition of manhood 
is determined by the size of the gun a person carries; this 
definition takes precedence over being a good father or being 
able to handle family responsibility. 

Of course, the proliferation of violence in this country has 
a variety of causes, but the fact that the violence is more likely 
to be caused by men and not women indicates that there exists 
a “gender gap” of some sort concerning violence, Some may . 
explain’ this gap by citing ‘biological reasons; such as the 
higher level of testosterone found in men. As human beings, 
however, we are not controlled by hormonal levels alone. We 
are set apart by a human mind with the capacity to learn, and 
a great deal of this learning comes through socialization. It is 
up to us whether the next generation of young people are 
taught to view violent behavior as the guy I spoke to last 
Saturday night does: a childish way to handle problems. In the 
meantime, unfortunate young men who have to live with these 
expectations face a world more violent than it should be. 

  

The Gender Gap appears Tuesdays in THE HovA. 
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Where Have All the Liberal Leaders Gone? 
  

Jeff Bale 
ISTORY WAS MADE MARCH 1, 1997. 

& On that day, the first round of wel- 
fare cuts took effect, forever deny- 

ing food stamps to immigrants (documented 
or not). : 

March 1, 1997 was also a day of shameful 

irony. On that day, the Clintons were busy 
throwing their daughter, Chelsea, a mag- 
nificent gala birthday party at none other 
than New York’s ritzy Waldorf-Astoria 
Hotel, an event with a price tag that easily 
could have funded many meals for New 
York’s immigrants whose aid had just been 
cut off. What else could President Clinton 
be saying with such an affair besides “Let 
them eat cake!” He should remember what 
happened to the last person who said that. 

So should the rest of America’s liberal 
leadership. The hypocrisy of these two events 
on March 1 exposes the utter bankruptcy of 
liberalism. The first four months of this year 
have indeed been turbulent ones for “liberal 
America” as it tries to justify the brutality of 
the attacks on workers and the poor that the 
government has recently passed. 

Jesse Jackson, for example, could be found 
in the pages of the Wall Street Journal last 
month, co-signing a letter with that great 
liberal George Bush, in which they argue 
that personal responsibility is the path out of 
poverty. Marion Wright Edelman of the 
Children’s Defense Fund could be found, in 

February, on this very campus, preaching in 
liberal words the same old conservative line 
of personal responsibility and the value of 
bootstraps. At one point in her speech, she 
tried to wow her audience with the intellec- 
tual commitment of her parents, who valued 
books for their children over a second pair of 
shoes. What she forgot, of course, is that 
many of the children her organization sup- 
posedly represents can’t even afford the first 
pair anymore! 

Gloria Steinem is nowhere to be found 
right now. Last fall, she argued that a vote 
for Clinton was the only thing holding back 

  

the reactionary flood of Gingrichite legisla- 
tion. Now that the “crown jewel” (Newt's 
words!) of Gingrich’s Contract With 
America is law, Steinem has apparently 
retreated to her Upper West Side penthouse 
to lead her “Revolution from Within.” 

On the heels of three bombings and arson 
attacks at abortion clinics last winter, Kate 
Michelman could still be found, but not 
actually defending abortion rights and orga- 
nizing against anti-abortion terrorists, but 
instead promising that she, too, wants a 
world with 30 percent fewer abortions. The 
irony of her concessions to the far right is 
that she said this at the anniversary dinner 
for Roe vs. Wade, the decision that legal- 
ized abortion in this country. Finally, John 
Sweeney, president of the AFL-CIO, could 
be found silent after Clinton invoked an 
age-old anti-labor law to shut down the 
potential American Airlines strike. Instead 
ofrealizing workers are more powerful than 
ever (in fact, so powerful as to require the 
state to stop them), the leader of the trade 
union movement melted into thin air and 
claimed “no comment” on national radio. 

This laundry list of liberal offenses is not 
intended merely to set the record straight. It 
is meant, instead, to argue that in a time 
when the lines are being drawn between the 
haves and the have-nots, liberals are show- 

ing their true colors — and siding with the 
haves. 

This is not just because these aforemen- 
tioned leaders are spineless. That’s for sure. 
It stems from their political analysis of the 
world; that is, their commitment to the “na- 

tional interest” and to providing a “good 
business climate” always limits the degree 
to which they are willing to press the gov- 
ernment for reforms. And especially be- 
cause they see a “friend” in the White House, 
they will defend him rather than stand up for 
ordinary people. 

Because liberal leaders can’t and won’t 
break with a system based on the profits of 
the few over the needs of the many, they end 
up defending and managing that system. 

  

  

  

      
And that system — capitalism — requires, 
right now, massive cuts in social spending 
to maintain profits for the employers. Pre- 
dictably, liberals are all too willing to com- 
ply. 

Itis crucial for those of us horrified by the 
welfare cuts to remember this argument, 
because when the cuts really begin to take 
effect and throw an estimated 2.6 million 
people (according to the Urban Institute) 
into poverty, the natural reaction for many 
will be to look to liberal leaders. 

One must only think of the last elections 
to see this phenomenon. In the face of amore 
aggressive GOP, liberals and progressives 
(even the Communist Party USA) argued 
for a vote for Clinton. Once back in office, 

' they said, his true self would come out and he 

would right all the wrongs of his first term. 
Clinton’s true self has, of course, come 

out, and that true self is dedicated to the 

“bipartisan” slashing of Medicaid and Medi- 
care (Clinton capitulated to GOP goals by 

      Ch 
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another $20 billion after his inauguration) 
and to maintaining a grip on the working 
class, as his intervention in the American 
Airline labor dispute shows. 

July 1, 1997 will surely mark another 
important moment in history, when the fed- 
eral welfare cuts become law. While the cuts 
are indeed massive, they won’t really be felt 
until the next recession — when that social 
safety net is gone, and when untold millions 
will be thrown into poverty, much like the 
1930s. 

Because of the scale of these attacks, it is 
imperative that we organize now with the 
right tactics and right ideas, so that when 
those cuts become reality, we are prepared to 
stop them. The first step in this preparation is 
knowing that liberal leaders are not on our 
side, and will again bail out the system — 

instead of those most vulnerable to it. 

Jeff Bale (GRD 99) is a member of the 
International Socialist Organization.     

Promoting 
  

Neil L. Bradley 
  

O 
FTEN TIMES MY FRIENDS, ESPECIALLY THOSE 
with a more liberal bent, ask me why 
I am Republican and a member of the 

GU College Republicans. The answer to the 
second question is simple: The CRs are the 
best club with the best ideology on campus. 

I suppose I could take up the rest of this 
column detailing what the CRs have done over 
the past year and comparing our programming 
to the Democrats, but the fact is our members. 

. know what we have done. 
Instead of focusing on our triumphs, I would 

rather detail in general why I, along with 200- 
plus of my fellow Hoyas, are members of the 
CRs; and on a larger scale, why a majority of 
Americans elect Republicans to represent them 
in Congress, in the governors’ mansions and 
in state and local legislative bodies. 

I am a Republican and a CR because I 
believe the Republican party is the best vehicle 
forimplementing the ideals I believe this coun- 
try must follow if we are to remain the stron- 

.gest, most free, most prosperous nation on the 

Collegiate 
face of the earth. 

Among other things, I believe the strength 
of this nation lies within its individual mem- 
bers. Consequently, I support equality of op- 
portunity amongst all individuals, and the full 
guarantee of the rights granted to us by God 
and the Constitution. [ believe ina government 
that practices fiscal responsibility and keeps 
as much money as possible in the hands of its 
citizens. I further believe in a government that 
only performs those functions that cannot be 
performed by individual citizens and private 
organizations. I believe in a government as: i | 
close as possible to its citizens. It is these .| 
principles that brought this nation out of the 
wilderness over 200 years ago, and it is these 
principles that will carry us into the new mil- 
lennium. : 

As College Republicans, we must do our 
utmost to promote the manifestation of these 
principles in public policy. We must work to 
elect like-minded government officials and 
must work as individuals and as a group to 
improve ourselves, our community and our 
nation. As college students in the nation’s 

Conservatism 
capital, we have a unique opportunity to carry 
out these mandates. 

Our actions prove our commitment. In the 
coming weeks, look for CRs participating in 
community service projects and debates; look 
for us working on the Hill; look for future 
pieces in THE Hoya, the Voice and the Inde- 
pendent, among other publications, detailing 
our stands on specific issues. And look for us 
enjoying each other’s company at social events, 
including barbecues and a trip to watch the 
Orioles take on the:Red Sox. Next year, watch 

os 

for our multiple campaign trips, service projects, 
on campus speakers, debates, and, of course, 
social events. Orifyou believe in the principles 
I'have outlined and any member of the CRs can 
explain to you in more detail than this column 
permits, then join us ... the best party on cam- 
pus: the GU College Republicans. 

Neil L. Bradley (COL 98) is Chairman or 
the College Republicans. 
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THE Hoya Viewpoint section honors unsolicited manuscripts. How- 
ever, we cannot guarantee a submission will be printed, and we give 
priority to running the most current articles possible. Manuscripts 
should be submitted Tuesday for a Friday issue or Saturday for a 

Tuesday issue. All viewpoints are subject to editing. 

            
  

More than an Academic Epidemic: A Culture of Cheating 
AST SEMESTER, A FRIEND OF MINE DESCRIBED. 

L a very distressing conversation he over- 
heard as he left an-exam. One of the 

students was explaining to the other in-depth 

“finks.” Why is it that those who expose what is 
unquestionably wrongare villainized? There seems 
to be an unspoken code that makes even basic 

ethics seem self-righ- 
teous and enables the 

  mistakes made on the test, acknowledging that 
the two shared information throughout the exam. 
This type of blatant cheating is symptomatic of 
the hidden rule breaking that plagues college 
classrooms and predicts the high levels of deceit 
seen in the culture’s most respected professions. 

Cheating on any level represents the violation 
of an agreement, a type of secret behavior that 
attempts to cut corners or blatantly violates estab- 
lished rules. It is easily ignored on college cam- 
puses, especially by those who would never con- 
sider such behavior. There are several circum- 
stances that allow such violations to continue. 
Students have no regard for the fact that cheating, 

whether it be through plagiarism or exam-time 
duplicity, endangers the unique trust upon which 
the academic world relies. Even if students would 
never consider cheating themselves, the act is 
considered a part of the routine, and those who 

question the practice are considered “rats” or 

PETE 
SAHARKO 
Beer and Pretzels 

  

  

deceit that surrounded them. Obviously, there is 
no empirical evidence to prove this assumption of 
widespread cheating, but questioning any stu- 
dent off the record will validate this assertion. 
The troubling aspect is that students at George- 

guilty to prosper. 
Georgetown fac- 

ulty and administra- 
tion underestimate 
the amount of cheat- 
ing that occurs. Such 
ignorance is easy to 
understand; for the 

most part, professors 
and administrators 
can be assumed to 
have been honest stu- 
dents in college, pos- 
sibly unaware of the 

  

town are capable of completing the work satisfac- 
torily without cheating. Such behavior at this 
school does not involve a student barely keeping 
their head above water academically. This type of 
cheating is also wrong, but it is not nearly as 
disturbing as students who use cheating as an 
easy way out of hard work and dedication. 

With the academic world infested with such 
dishonesty, it is logical to assume that the tacit 
acceptance of such behavior at this level leads to 
its explosion at the professional level. Proceeding 
from rich suburban kids stealing candy from a 
convenience store for the thrill, dishonesty 
progresses to those who should be the country’s 

most respected figures. No field is free from 
people who break the rules to benefit themselves 
or the organization that employs them. Whether 
itbedirectly illegal or blatantly unethical actions, 
virtually everyone is faced with the challenges of 
confronting dishonesty every day. In journalism, 
the most famous example is the story of Janet 
Cooke, a young reporter for the Washington Post 
who in 1980 turned her concocted, albeit beauti- 
fully written, portrayal of an 18-year-old heroin 

addictin D.C. into a Pulitzer Prize-winning piece. 
Obviously, the government, meant to be the 

very bearer of ethics; is also not free from such 

dishonesty. For politicians. the quest for power 
has been supreme from ancient times through 
today. The high costs of politics and law, the 
institutions that should be the defenders of ethical 
principles, have made cheating an accepted, al- 
though unspoken. rule of the game. Whether it be 
campaign finance controversies or the influence 
of corporations, labor unions and political action 
committees on governance, such infractions are 
detailed so exhaustively that the public has be- 
come immune to any shock at the latest scandal. 
The policies seem unlikely to change because 
unethical persons know cheating is the easiest 
path to money and power. 

According to statistics provided in Michael 
Moore’s book “Downsize This,” while burglaries 
and robberies account for $4 billion in losses to ¢ 
each year. corporate fraud results in losses of $200 
billion. Why do we as a society condemn street 
crime and other base actions while looking away 

from “white collar” crimes, which originate with 

cheating in the college classroom? 
Edwin Sutherland, in his work “White Collar 

Crime,” argues that because these acts are not 

considered socially harmful and there is not a 
clearly defined penalty, they are not regarded as 
crimes. Cheating has become a system larger 
than any one individual. For change to occur. on 
the university level, more stringent proctoring of 
exams must occur and tougher penalties for vio- 
lations must be employed. An honor code which 
encourages naive faith in virtue turns a blind eye 

to dishonesty. These methods will set the stan- 
dard for tomorrow’s professionals to recognize 
that wrongdoing will not be accepted. Students or 
professionals with the courage to stand up to 

cheating or crime must be credited rather than 
condemned. Finally, the distinction between 

crimes of the lower class and those of the higher 
class must be eliminated. Every breach of ethics 
or the law is a violation of important societal 
standards, and none should be tolerated. 

Beer and Pretzels appears Tuesdays in THE 
Hova. 

  

Campus Opinion: 

Styrofoam peanuts. 
Chris Rull, NUR ’99 

Shauna London, NUR 99 

A spaceship. 

    

Felix Schein, SFS °99 

Molly Carey, COL ’99 

The Corp’s safe money. 
Anne Kalantyrsky, COL ’97 

  

What do you think is in the trail of 
The Hale-Bopp Comet? 

Shiny happy people. 

  

Pat O’Shea, SES ’99 
Dan Leistikow, COL ’98 

Notorious B.I.G. and Tupac. 
Michael Maida, GSB ’99 

Adrian Albino, COL ’99 

  

- Compiled by Ellen Gstalder 

and Sloane Starke 

  

Bill Clinton’s fund-raising mission 
to outer space. 

William Hood, FLL °97
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0 Schools Fight Against 

Financial Aid Fraud 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SAN DIEGO, April 

3 — Hundreds of thousands of American families with 
students receiving financial aid are reporting smaller, in- 
comes and savings than they actually possess in order to 
receive larger grants and loans. according to the U.S. Depart- 

ment of Education. Moreover, they often get away with this 

crime. 
The department. which audited 2.3 million of the 1995-96 

recipients of Pell Grants (expressly designated for low- 

income students). found that about 4.4 percent of the families 
receiving grants understated their incomes. 

The audit found that more than 300 grant recipients had 
understated their family incomes by more than $100,000 
each. leading to $176 million in undeserved Pell Grants. 

About half of all undergraduates receive some sort of 
financial aid — approximately $50 billion per year at the 
federal level, according to Education Department officials. 

According to Dan Madzelan, an analyst in the Department 
of Education’s Office of Post-Secondary Education, the most 
common frauds involve the submission of inaccurate infor- 
mation and the false claim of veteran status. 

Madzelan said fraud cases are turned over to the U.S. 
Justice Department for prosecution, but only the most egre- 

gious cases are prosecuted. 
“For example, there have been instances where people set 

up schools that appear to be post-secondary, but in fact exist 
only to swindle students of their grants and loans, leaving the 
students without a proper education or training and with 
debts.” he said. 

Although penalties for fraud seem to be lacking, financial- 
aid forms explicitly state there is a penalty of $10,000 for 
reporting inaccurate family income to schools and other 

funding agencies. 
At the state level, The California Student Aid Commis- 

sion, which processes student loans and Cal Grants, has a 
separate fraud unit. 

Dana Callahan, a member of the California Student Aid 
Commission, which processes student loans, said he be- 
lieves the problem has lessened in recent years. 

“I would not consider financial-aid fraud a large problem,” 
he said. “I think the situation today is a lot better than five 
years ago, but we still do investigations of schools.” 
UCSD Student Financial Services Director Vince DeAnda 

said his office frequently catches mistakes in applications, 
but that actual fraud is rare. 

“What does happen a lot is a lack of understanding about 
how to fill out the complicated forms — we try to catch those 
errors and correct them,” he said. 

fs 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

DeAnda added that federal law requires his staff to verify 
about 30 percent of the financial-aid applications they re- 
ceive, and that 100 percent accuracy through increased 
regulation would be nearly impossible. 

“There are deep gaps and holes in the process, especially 
in such a large university,” he said. “We have 30 people on 
staff here all year long just to do what we do now, and we are 
already burdened with over-regulation.” 
— Leena Shanker, The Guardian 

© Foreign Enrollment 

Drops in U.S. Schools 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGE- 

LES, April 2 — Seventeen-year-old Tamar Cherebin is 
the only student at UCLA from the Bahamas. Cherebin, 

who has dreamed of studying in the United States for 
years, is UCLA’s top junior sprinter and on an athletic 
scholarship. 

Cherebin is one of UCLA’s non-immigrant foreign stu- 
dents, a participant in a program that has grown by seven 
percent this year. The growth is unusual since the program 
has experienced a downward trend of approximately 5 per- 
cent between 1993 and 1995, according to the Office of 
Planning and Budget and the Office of International Students 
and Scholars. 

Nationwide, colleges are experiencing the slowest in- 
crease —only one-third of one percent — of non-immi- 
grant foreign students in over 25 years, according to the 
Institute of International Education’s report, “Open Doors 
1995-1996.” 

This recent slowdown has some experts worried that 
Americans are losing a share of the world market in educa- 
tion, according to a December 1996 article published in The 
Chronicle of Higher Education. 
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The article said one reason for the decline of interest in 
American colleges stems from a rising “anti-foreign” senti- 
ment in the United States, causing foreign students to look 
elsewhere. 

In the early 1980s, about 40 percent of all interna- 
tional students worldwide studied in the United States. 
Now only 32 percent are coming here, according to the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Or- 
ganization. 

The “anti-foreign” sentiment that has some experts con- 
cerned may be the result of recent U.S. legislation, according 

to Jimmy White, counselling attorney at OISS. 
A new law. the “Illegal Immigration Reform and Immi- 

grant Responsibility Act of 1996,” goes into effect today and 
may have serious consequences for non-immigrant students 
and all non-immigrants who stay in the U.S. beyond their 
authorized time limit, White said. 

Previously, foreigners were treated more lightly for this 
offense, White said. but now those who overstay will be 
barred from returning to the United States for as long as three 
to 10 years. 

However, White said the new law alone will not detract 
non-immigrant foreign students from studying in the 
United States. 

“Cost and personal circumstances are often more impor- 
tant [factors] than laws,” he said. 

White added that it is primarily affluent students who are 
able to study here. 

“You can’t see there the marginal and lower-income scale 
students,” White said of the approximately $14,000 a year cost 
of tuition, which is paid for primarily by personal and family 
funds, according to the Institute of International Education. 

White said the cost of out-of-state tuition, which non- 
immigrant students are subject to pay, has approximately 
doubled in the last seven years. 

According to White, this increase may be partly due to the 
difficulty of non-residents to rally together and protest such 
increases since they hail from divergent backgrounds. 

Also, the majority of non-immigrant students return to 
their homelands after graduation, which may make the 
politics of allocating funds more complex, according to 
White. : 
— Yvonne Champana, The Daily Bruin 

© Should CU’s ‘Ralphie’ 

Roam Free or Captive? 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, April 3 — Outside the 

dusty roadside town of Hudson, about 50 miles east of 
Boulder, CU’s 1,300-1b. buffalo mascot munches her alfalfa 
and mixed-grain breakfast. 

A light breeze wafts through the gruff dangling from her 
chin as she alternates between the alfalfa, grain and some 
seaweed-laden water in a trough next to the food bins. After 
finishing, she is free to roam the 320-acre Parker Ranch in 
southern Weld County. 

Spring is the off-season for Ralphie, who has run at CU 
football games since 1987. Ralphie is the third buffalo to be 
dubbed CU’s mascot by John Parker, who also owns the 
ranch where the buffalo roams. 

Parker, a CU graduate and the Ralphie Program Director, 
feeds Ralphie twice a day and keeps her by herself. 

“We let her just be a buffalo,” Parker said. “She leads a 
happy life.” With a snort, Ralphie retreats from the fence 
when she has had enough of her daily meal. Although she 
seems content, people harbor mixed feelings on keeping wild 
animals, such as buffalo, in captivity for the purpose of 
entertaining people. 

CU Animal Rights, which became active again last year 
after a lull in student interest, is trying to raise awareness 
about animal exploitation. 

The group wants to get Ralphie released but is having 
problems figuring out how to accomplish this. 

Lisa Boehm, CU Animal Rights director, wanted to con- 
tinue an initiative for an exotic animal ban in Boulder, which 
former CU Animal Rights Director Steve Gisondi started last 
semester. She said she hoped this would prohibit Ralphie 
from being run at football games. 

Boehm said the ban would be similar to one in Brighton 
where it is illegal to own carnivorous animals, non-human 
primates and poisonous reptiles. 

However, since buffaloes are indigenous to Colorado and 
are herbivores, the ban would not preclude Ralphie from 
running at games. 

Mike Gulliksen, a member of Ralphie Runners, the 
student group that runs the buffalo at football games, said he 
doesn’t understand why anybody would want Ralphie re- 
leased. He doubts that she would be any better off living in 
the wild. 

“How do they feel about the buffalo up in Yellowstone? 
Gulliksen asked. “At least she is safe from being slaugh- 
tered.” In Montana, buffalo that leave Yellowstone's park 
boundaries are open game. The park, which originally had 
approximately 3,500 buffalo, has seen the slaughter of about 
2,300 buffalo with the approval of the Montana state govern- 
ment. 

Marc Bekoff, an EPO biology professor, said there are 
bigger questions to ask in a case like Ralphie’s. 

“You have to ask what would Ralphie be doing instead of 
running at games,” Bekoff said. “Once you have an animal 
in captivity, it’s a different ball game.” 
— Andrew Simons, The Campus Press 

— Compiled from University Wire   
  

Dean of Student Affairs 

  

Georgetown UNIVERSITY 

To All Georgetown Students: 

I write to alert you to the report of a sexual assault of a Georgetown student that 
occurred on Saturday, March 22nd. The sexual assault was reported to have taken place at 
approximately 8:30 pm. According to the report, the assailant approached the victim, displayed a 

CAMPUS ALERT 

March 25, 1997 

weapon and forced her into an alley near the corner of 33rd and O Streets, NNW. 

On March 3, 1997, as part of our initiative to develop a comprehensive approach to issues 
of sexual assault, Georgetown University hired Carolyn Hurwitz, Sexual Assault Services 
Coordinator. Carolyn’s office is located in room 207 Village C West; she can be reached 24 
hours a day at: (202)668-3585. Carolyn will, at the request of the student, provide assistance on 
a broad range of areas, such as: help in obtaining medical/counseling services, reporting assault to 
the police, and clarifying options on judicial matters. Please note, you may contact Carolyn to 
report a case of sexual assault, regardless of when it occurred. 

The safety of Georgetown students is of utmost concern to me. I remind you that the 
Department of Public Safety provides Escort Services to assist Georgetown students in traveling 
safely in the neighborhoods near our campus. Students are strongly encouraged to make use of 
this service. Please call DPS at 687-4343. In addition, Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity has a 
safety escort van which departs from the steps below Lauinger Library . (For a list of telephone 
numbers and hours of operation please see the attached sheet.) 

community. 
Please be assured of my commitment to the safety and well-being of the campus 

A Dnlat 

Sincerely, 

es A. Donahue, Ph.D. 

Dean of Students 

Washington DC 20057 

202-687-4056 FAX 202-687-6255 - 

  

Important Telephone Numbers 
Department of Public Safety 
Escort Services: 687-4343 

Sunday : Wednesday: 8:00pm - 2:00am 
Thursday - Saturday: 8:00pm - 3:00am 

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity’s van 
departs from the steps below Lauinger Library: 

Sunday - Thursday: 10:00pm, 11:00pm, 
midnight and 1:00am 
  

  
Please remember that if you need 
to report a case of sexual assault, 

you may contact 

the following resources: 

Georgetown Sexual Assault Services 
687-1172 

Georgetown Department of Public Safety 
687-4343 

Metropolitan Police Department 
Sex Offense Branch 

727-4151   
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wnicOaCh? 
can you make a difference? 

Join Nike's PL.A.Y.CORPS. 

  

P.L.A.Y.(Participate in the Lives of America's Youth) is NIKE's initiative to Create opportunities for kids to 
get involved in sports. 

P.L.A.Y.CORPS recruits and trains college students to cOach in city youth leagues. After a NIKE training clinic, 
CORPS members become coaches for local leagues in their communities. At the end of the CORPS, coaches 
receive $500 towards their college tuition. 

P.L.A.Y.CORPS coaches are college students. Someone young. SN cool. Someone kids can look UY io J4 

Someone kids can aspire to be just like. Someone like you, 

Come to the Student Information Meeting on Wednesday, April 9th 
in Leavey Program Room @ 5:00 PM. 

P.L.LAY.CORPS: 1-503-671-2213 PLAYCORPS@nike.com      
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By Eric WALL 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

From the time she was a little girl, B. 
Anne Gehman realized that she saw the 
world differently than other people did. 
However, her first strong confirmation of 

this came when she was about seven 
years old. Every day when she went to 
school, she passed a certain house. On 
the front porch she always noticed alittle 
old woman in a wheel chair with white 
hair, a pointed nose, a pointed chin and 
glasses. This woman simply gave her the 
impression that the house would burn 
down. When she told her parents this, 
she was scolded. 

Soon after her warning, the house went 
up in flames. Her parents told the resi- 
dents of the house that their child had 
predicted itand had them over for dinner. 
Gehman described the woman who had 
warned her. From her description, the 
woman who had lived there realized 
Gehman had seen her mother. 

In a world where most of our contact 
with psychics is limited to proprietors of 
dubious 900’ numbers, Gehman stands 

out as someone whose powers, at least to 

about 30 Georgetown students who heard 
her at Walsh April 3, are fantastic yet all 
too credible. Gehman visits the school on 
behalf of her husband, Wayne Knoll, an 

assistant professor of English, and once 
a semester visits his classes to stress the 
importance of intuition in literature. 

“In a liberal arts education the well- 
rounded student is taught to develop dif- 
ferent modes of thinking and expression. 
The process of logic that math and the 
hard sciences require, 1 also stress in 
writing. Also, to be open to the full 
experience and insight into a literary text 
calls for the development of the capacity 
for intuition,” Knoll said. 

At Walsh, she appeared about 20 min- 

utes late in a soft salmon-colored blouse 
and skirt. She is average height, with 
blond hair and carries herself with poise 
and a certain passive confidence. Her 
voice is rather high pitched, but there is 
an undeniable warmth behind it. The 
package neatly disguises this person who 
seems at times to be omnipotent. 

Few people’s lives are as immersed in 
intuition as Gehman’s has been. Her 
background is Amish-Mennoniteand her 
parents were very religious people. She 
comes from a tightly knit family and 
community. Coming from humble back- 
grounds, she had to work in orderto go to 

school. She worked at a nursing home, 

babysat and cared for an old woman with 
whom she lived. 

She went to college on scholarship and 
studied nursing. While she never became 
a nurse, the education had a lot of influ- 
ence on her life. Some of her earliest 
psychic work dealt with health readings, 
where she would read the aura of a sick 
person to determine what had afflicted 
him. 

She later attended Morris Pratt Insti- 
tute where she was ordained as a non- 
denominational minister. She has also 
studied philosophy, psychology and com- 
parative religions, and has done exten- 
siveresearch in spiritualism and psychic 
powers, in particular the works of An- 
drew Jackson Davis and Rudolf Steiner. 

She was often invited to speak at clubs 
and churchesregarding her gifts. Through 
these speeches and her gifts, her reputa- 
tion grew and she appeared on radio and 
television programs. “I think I have been 
very fortunate to have lots of good press; 
not that I looked for it, but it just hap- 
pened,” Gehman said. 

However, her popularity led her into 
some rather grisly work. In 1968, fol- 
lowing an article that was published 
about her in the Orlando Sentinel, she 
was approached by an employee for a 
public defender’s office who asked if 
Gehman could help locate an abducted 
secretary, June Ritter. 

Gehman was given a photograph of 
the woman and Ritter’s cigarette lighter. 
She did a psychometric reading, a psy- 
chic exploration in which a personal 
object is touched and conclusions are 
reached about the owner, and identified 
the abductor as Marie Arrington. 
Arrington’s son had been prosecuted by 
the attorney and sent away to a long 
sentence in jail. In revenge, Arrington 
had kidnapped the secretary. 

Gehman was able to give a description 
of Arrington. She was also able to draw a 
map of the area where her car and body 
were. Previously, the police had been try- 
ing to search for the car by air. Gehman 
said they would be unable to find it this 
way because it was covered by trees. Us- 
ing the map, the police found the body of 
the woman and the car, hidden under the 
branches of trees in an orange grove. 

She was also instrumental in capturing 
the mass murderer Ted Bundy. She did a 
reading on a personal item of Kimberly 
Leech, one of his victims. She was able to 

describe the condition of her body and 

GU Seeks Out 

Diversity, Equality 
Affirmative Action Program Solves 

Problems but Creates New Tension 

rrom AFFIRMATIVE, ». | 
segments of the population [because of 
unequal access to opportunity]. Repre- 

sentation [through affirmative action] is 
away ofachieving diversity. Theresultis 
not to undercut standards, but to main- 
tain and eventually increase them as more 
people are included,” he said. 

While there are mountains of rhetoric 
_ surrounding the philosophy of affirmative 

action, there seems to be little understand- 

ing as to what affirmative action means in 
practical terms at Georgetown. 
Georgetown ’s affirmative action program 
does not involve quotas or limits on hiring 
or admission, according to Rosemary 
Kilkenny, Special Assistant to the Presi- 

dent for Affirmative Action Programs. 
“Discussion of quotas is affirmative dis- 
traction. Itallows people to getinto discus- 
sionthathasno constructiveend. The only 
way aquota can be enforcedis ifthe courts 
have found [an organization or firm] to be 
consistently discriminatory.” 

Like many other institutions, how- 
ever, Georgetown has a voluntary pro- 
gram whose goal is making sure that the 
school has adiverse population of quali- 
fied professors, administrators and stu- 
dents. In a memo to university employ- 
ees, the Affirmative Action Office wrote, 
“Affirmative action requires employees 
to make ‘good faith’ efforts to recruit, 
employ and promote qualified members 
of groups formerly excluded.” Such 
‘good faith’ efforts by the university 
include the establishment of goals and 
timetables for hiring minorities and 
women and the inclusion of these groups 
in the employee selection process. 
Theuniversity’semploymentrate goals 

are based not upon representation of so- 
ciety as a whole, Kilkenny said, but as a 
representation of the qualified labor pool. 
“For example,” she said, “if there are 

only eight black atmospheric scientists 
in the country, we cannot reasonably 
expect to get even one of them. Thiskind 
of [labor pool] index is given the greatest 
weight in setting goals.” 

The Affirmative Action Office has 
required that to ensure fair hiring prac- 
tices, faculty and staff must be hired 

according to certain guidelines, as out- 

lined in the “Policy Statement on Aca- 
demic Recruitment.” 

The first step in the process is to choose 
aselection committee and submitthename, 
age, race and gender of each membertothe 

Affirmative Action Office along with the 
jobannouncementandalistofthejournals 
and agencies where the position will be 
advertised. These steps are designed to 
ensure that a wide variety of potential 
applicants know about the position and 
that the selection process is not biased. 

Besides enlarging the scope of re- 
cruitment, Georgetown’s policy aims at 
creating a clear and equitable method 
for reviewing applicants. While the 
policy gives academic departments and 
search committees the freedom to set 
their own requirements and qualifica- 
tions for candidates, the selection crite- 

ria must be “fairly and consistently ap- 
plied.” 

After a candidate has been selected 
from the interviewing process, the de- 

partment or selection committee must 
submit an Affirmative Action Recruit- 
ment Report listing all applicants, his or 
herrace and sex, and whether or not they 
were hired. 

The Affirmative Action Office also 
deals with allegations of discrimination. 
Both faculty and staff as well as students 
can file claims of discrimination or sexual 
harassment with the office. 

Theuniversity’s dedication to this policy 
came under fire last year when Marsha 
Darling, a popular history and women’s 
studies professor who is black, was ini- 
tially denied tenure. Following student 
protests and petitions, the university re- 
considered its position. William Garcia 
(SFS’99), former MEChA Secretary, said, 
“After the Marsha Darling incident, the 
University committed itselfto hiring more 
minority professors.” 

Another area on campus where affir- 
mative action is visible, especially to 
students, is the admissions office. Dean 

of Undergraduate Admissions Charles 
A. Deacon of the admissions office said, 

“Our goal is to have a class that is repre- 
sentative of the [United States’] popula- 
tion .... This [diversity] is the best way to 
make Georgetown an interesting place.” 
The admissions office is “aggressive in 
recruiting high-ability African-American 
and Hispanic students”; student groups 
that they feel are under-represented at 
Georgetown. “Basically, extra efforts are 

made for [attracting] these groups,” Dea- 
con said. Potential students are identified 
through the College Board Student Search 
andthen actively recruited by Georgetown 
Admissions Ambassadors Program dur- 

THE F EAT URES Hova 

Psychic Shows Students A World Beyond Logic 
Literature Professor ’s Clairvoyant Wife Provides Students with Insight into the Unknown 

where to find it. She also was able to give 
a partial license plate number of his car 
and was able to tell that he had unpaid 
credit cards. Gehman also came up with a 
name similar to Bundy: Brady. 

While she occasionally does some work 
for the police, Gehman now spends her 
time primarily holding classes for those 
interested in developing their “spiritual 
skills.” Two years ago she married Knoll. 

Gehman'’s unique gifts give her life a 
fated quality. “I surrendered myselfto God 
and to spirit and followed the signposts 

  

  
GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoy 

Psychic B. Anne Gehman speaks with her husband professor Wayne Knoll's 

English students about her experiences with intuition and clairvoyance. 

along the way. I feel my life has been 
guided along every step of the way. I try to 
live my life in attunement with the spirit 
and allowing itto unfold instead of making 
it happen,” she said. 
While spiritual, Gehman is notreligious. 

“All the world religions teach that there is 
God, they all teach the brotherhood, the 

sisterhood of humanity, the golden rule, 
and life after death. I certainly believe in all 
those things. And I certainly believe in 
infinite intelligence which circles through 
all forms of matter and life,” she said. 

  

  

   
    

CONTINUED 

DISCRIMINATION 
  

  
ing the Minority Student weekend. The 
university has also created the Center for 
Student Minority Affairs, which has set 
the goal of “assisting students overcome 
obstacles likely to interfere with their edu- 
cational goals.” 

Diversity is important, according to 
Deacon, but it is not the only factor of 
admission. “Weselect from the given pool 
based on a lot of factors, but an extra point 

is given for race,” he said. He 
continued,”We are lucky in that wehavea 
large applicant pool and within that pool 
we have a largely qualified group.” 

Kilkenny said, “As soon as the word 
[about Georgetown] gets out, we hope to 
receive a large diversity of applicants. We 
try to get a balance of race, gender, and 
geography while staying true to academic 
requirements. We want students that can 
succeed.” 

Affirmative action was designed to cre- 
ate opportunity for those groups faced with 
discrimination, but the assumptions and 
divisions it creates make it an issue of 
serious contention, even among those who 
itaims to help. Kendra Blackett (SFS ’99), 

      
presidentofthe Georgetown NAACP, said, 

“I believe that affirmative action is seen 
negatively on campus. It stigmatizes stu- 
dents of color by creating the idea that they 
are less than qualified.” 

Blackett also questions whether or not 
there is an honest commitment to the affir- 
mative action policy. “After the diversity 
conference last year, the university brought 
in a lot of minority adjunct professors,” 
Blackett said. “I like having them on cam- 
pus, but it doesn’t make much of a differ- 
ence if they are not permanent. If tenure is 
not given, it is a front.” 

Ryan Kamemoto (GSB ’97), a former 
board member ofthe Asian-American Stu- 

dent Association, said “Affirmative action 
is used in the political realm as a driving 
spike between Asians and other minorities. 
It places them on the same side as whites 
and this causes tension with other minority 
groups.” In fact, the Georgetown Admis- 
sions Office does not include Asians, who 
make up 9 percent tol2 percent of the 
studentbody, initsaffirmative action goals. 

However, Kamemoto felt affirmative 

action has positive effects. He said, “It 

However, Gehman can often have an 
influential effect on others who are reli- 
gious, according to Knoll. She has 
strengthened his own Roman-Catholic 
beliefs. 

Gehman tries to emphasize the 
interconnectedness of religions while be- 
ing tolerant of each tradition. “I believe if 
we looked beyond the man-made aspects 
of religion we would have greater unity in 
the world. However, in our humanness, 

just like families who create certain tradi- 
tions within it in order to strengthen that 
family, I believe some of the aspects of 
manmade religions do the same thing. 
But | believe that the need is to be open- 
minded and non-judgmental or tolerant 
of other religions,” she said. 

Thomas King, S.J., a professor of the- 
ology, has seen quite a few psychics and 
while he believes that there is a certain 
amount oftruth behind their alleged abili- 
ties, he is skeptical of the extent of these 
powers. While these abilities can lead to 
a strengthening and deepening of faith, 
they can also be used for non-spiritual 
purposes, he said. He cited a meeting of 
the Soviet Politburo as an example. A 
psychic was called and gave testimony 
that Lenin had told her to move Stalin’s 
body. The Soviets had obviously used 
these psychic powers for political expedi- 
ency, according to King. “I believe [psy- 
chic ability] is a phenomenon in and of 
itself,” he said. 

However, King does believe psychic 
experience and religion cross paths. “I 
suspect there is a connection between 
prayer and psychic ability,” he said. 
People will take something that’s been 
troubling them into prayer and come 
away with a more certain sense of what 
to do, he said. 

King, however, said it is important to 

him to have a psychic experience of his 
own before coming to a definite conclu- 
sion about it. “I would want to work 
with it before I endorse it,” he said. 

Much like religious belief, it is very 
difficult to prove someone is having a 
legitimate psychic experience, especially 
because some of the aspects, such as 
seeing things that aren ’tthere and speak- 
ing with people who are not living, 

. could be confused with delusion. “It’s 

very likely that people [who] hide their 
spiritual gifts hide them for those rea- 
sons. I think that what happens to some 
people is they might have a time in pain 
or suffering or abuse in which they might 
disassociate and through that disasso- 
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helps minorities to jump into positions of 
power. On campus, affirmative action 
gets a more diverse student population.” 

Marisol Rodriguez (SFS 99), a Latina 
student, said, “I think affirmative action 
isapositive thing becauseit gives Latinos 
opportunities that prejudice might other- 
wise impede them from having. Itisnota 
perfect world: Prejudice still exists.” 

Garcia said, “I believe that the 

Georgetown affirmative action program 
has been successful. There are increased 
numbers of Latinos, blacks and other 
minorities on campus.” 

Garciaadded, “Georgetown hasarepu- 
tation to uphold and there are standards 
that all ‘students must meet. Minority 
students get into this school based on 
merit, but not all students are in the same 
boat. A lot of minorities come from 
troubled schools where they could not get 
the same opportunities and chances. I 
went to public school all of my life, so 
when you ask me to compare [with pri- 
vate school], I can’t. How can I take AP 
and honors classes when they are not 
offered?” 
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ciation might be reaching out on a differ- 
ent level that comes through spiritual 
means,” Gehman said. 

David Crystal, a professor of psychol- 
ogy, said mainstream abnormal psychol- 
ogy does not acknowledge psychic phe- 
nomena. Psychic culture is more of an 
issuein cross-cultural psychology, where 
some cultures have medicine men and 
shamans which go into trances and ex- 
hibit psychic ability. 

However, Crystal noted that psychic 
ability is much less accepted in the West. 
“In our culture a person who rolls on the 
floor and spouts prophesies would be 
carted away,” he said. However, he does 

maintain that a qualified p§ychologist 
would differentiate between a psychic 
experience and an abnormal psychic ex- 
perience. A benign premonition, for in- 
stance, would probably not be consid- 
ered pathological but audible voices in- 
structing the listener to do something 
would be. 

The meeting at Walsh was brought 
about by the demand of students in 
Knoll’s classes, who after seeing her in 
class, wanted to see her again. Gehman 

started the session off by answering di- 
verse questions concerning her own life, 
the quality of her psychic experiences, 
and even the nature of space and time. 

To the last question she described the 
psychic world as one “unobstructed by 
space and time.” Time, Gehman said, is 

a spacing of events for our own conve- 
nience, not an existential reality. Past, 
present and future are now. 

Gehman then conducted the class in 
meditation. The lights were dimmed, 
andthe students were asked to sit straight 
up and then to gradually relax. She asked 
students to visualize a bright white light 
and to feel the electromagnetic fields of 
the earth. After the meditation, she asked 
about the experiences of the students. 
Some saw nothing, while others saw 
various shades of color and faces. One 
student believed he was in a different 
position other than his physical one. 
Gehman then proceeded to do psychom- 

etry readings for some students. One stu- 
dent was Ky Fullerton (COL ’97), whom 
she chose from the crowd after sensing 
that someone in the room had plans to go 
to the West Coast, and asking to hear his 

voice. She said that although his long- 
term plans seem set they will not work out, 
but will take a turn for the better. 

Fullerton is planning to return home to 
See PSYCHIC, p. 7 

  

In Poland ... 
Polish society is full of rules — most 

of them unwritten. There seems to be a 
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abroad. Rules 
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to the absurd. Wet hair and bare feet are 
considered extremely hazardous to one’s 
health, as if the soles of the feet are direct 
germ conduits. At the same time, win- 
dows are opened to “let in fresh air” no 
matter how much snow is on the ground 
outside. 

Just recently, I learned everyone in 
Poland takes Easter baskets to church to 
be blessed by a priest the day before Eas- 
ter, whether or not they plan on attending 
church the next day. 

There is some vague code 1 have not yet 
grasped concerning when phone calls can 
be made — wholly unrelated, it seems, to 
when people are asleep or awake. | 

Certain conventions continue unques- 
tioned despite the ongoing transition to 
capitalism. A few weeks after I got here, 
I went to a Polish production of “A Long 
Day’s Journey Into Night.” Programs 
were on sale for 3 zloti (about a dollar). 

I noticed that they lacked the ads and 
sponsorship announcements found in 
theater programs in the States. When I 
asked why — after all, the theater might 
make money, and at least the programs 
would be free — my host was shocked. 
“Thisisthetheater,” she whispered. “You 

just can’t. It wouldn’t be right.” 
This stuff may seem like insignificant 

cultural differences, easily learned. The 
thing is that the force of traditions, the 
little rules that everyone follows —at the 
risk of having people ask each other in 
scandalized tones what sort of mother 
would let a child grow up running around 
barefoot, calling people’s houses Sun- 
day mornings — is more powerful than 
many of Poland’s written laws. 

From my perspective, this is a rever- 
sal. Poles asking me about American 
traditions are usually disappointed at my 
answer. I’ve always felt the beauty of 
Americas its lack of a uniform tradition 
and its eventual willingness to accom- 
modate different cultures under a frame- 
work of respect for a common law. 

Laws here, you see, can be bent or 

broken. When prospective drivers buy a 
See POLAND, ». 8 
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By ELizABETH KHALIL 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

In its own little corner of the District, 
Georgetown is both surrounded by the 
city’s problems and sheltered from them. 
“When you compare the affluence of 
Georgetown with the surrounding com- 
munity, we need to view the community 
as an asset to our learning, to supplement 
it,” Paula Lyons (COL ’99) said. With 
the variety of community service oppor- 
tunities and Fourth Credit Option, many 
students do just that. Still, the relation- 
ship between the two parts of the com- 
munity is far from ideal. 

An Uncomfortable 

Coexistence 
  

“It’s a really awkward relationship,” 
Kyoko Tsujino (COL 99) said, referring 
to the sharing of Georgetown between 
students and homeless people. Tsujino 
often finds herself faced with the deci- 
sion of whether to give money to the 
homeless people near the places she 
shops, sometimes giving, sometimes not. 

“It is sort of strange that you have 
these white-bred, highborn kids along- 

side homeless people,” Jason Sellers 
(COL ’00) said. A conversation with a 
woman at a shelter, though, convinced 
him of the possibility of the two groups 

working together. “She saw that we were 
in college, trying to get an education and 
still we weren’t forgetting everyone else, 
that we realized we still had to help.... It 
gave her something to look up to,” he said. 

He does not, however, think that giving 

money to individual panhandlers amelio- 
rates the situation. “I don’t think [giving 
them money] is an obligation,” Sellers 
said. “I admit I’m always a little bit dis- 

trustful becausethey can misusethe money. 
There is always the chance of [them per- 
petuating] their status quo by giving them 
money.” Instead, hetells them about avail- 
able resources in the area. 

Tom Cassels (COL 99) is also famil- 
iar with the dichotomy between haves 

and have-nots. Coming from a comfort- 
ableNew York suburb, he attended school 

in the Bronx and volunteered in the city. 
When he arrived at Georgetown, he found 

many of the same problems with poverty 
and homelessness he had always con- 
fronted. Instead of feeling helpless about 
the situation, he continued his involve- 

ment in volunteerism as an opportunity 
to bring about change. 

He has found, however, that not all of 
his colleagues have the same attitude. “I 
think that [community service] is a very 
fashionable thing to do at Georgetown, 
and at many schools,” he said, with some 
students using service asaresume builder. 

He pointed out that service projects 
more often serve parts of the city farther 
away than nearby Wisconsin and M. 

  
COURTESY OF ALPHA PHI OMEGA 

Many GU students devote time and energy to serving the community. Groups 

such as Alpha Phi Omega organize projects and mobilize volunteers. 
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Working in Community, Students Fight Social Ills 
Concerned Volunteers, Fighting Callous Hoya Stereotype, Rally Together to Help Local Residents 

“The people [around here] are becoming 
more infamous as jokes than as prob- 
lems. Like the people who have named 
this woman ‘the crazy lady on M Street.’ 
The woman has serious mental prob- 
lems. Instead of making a concerted ef- 
fort [to help], we’ve made a joke out of 
her,” he said. 

“On the average, I would say there are 
a lot of good-hearted people at 
Georgetown that really do give of them- 
selves,” Cassels said. He finds, however, 
that the disparity remains unresolved, 
and he does not foresee it being resolved 
until students’ attitudes toward the com- 
munity change. 

Addressing the 

Problems 

The stereotype of the spoiled Joe or 
Jane Hoya is alive and well, but so are 
the many student groups addressing the 
needs of the community. For many stu- 
dents, the issue of hunger and 
homelessness is an everyday concern. 

Members of Bread for the World par- 
ticipate in several projects to combat 
hunger. According to Chaitali Shah (SFS 
’99), co-chair of Bread for the World, the 
group’s national office focuses on lob- 
bying and advocacy issues, whereas 
Georgetown’s chapter concentrates on 
performing service. 

Bread for the World sends students to 
SOME (So Others Might Eat), a soup 
kitchen, to serve food, although, because 
ofthe popularity of soup-kitchen projects, 
space is not always available to volun- 
teer. Through the Georgetown Sandwich 
program, they also make and distribute 
sandwiches. Involvement in Christ 
House, a men’s hospice, and Bethany 
Center, a women’s shelter, allows Bread 
members to meet the people behind the 
statistics. With a “fluid membership” of ° 
about 40, Shah said, a diverse group of 
people participate in Bread’s projects. 

According to Jaremey McMullin 
(COL ’98), vice president for service of 
Georgetown’s Mu chapter of Alpha Phi 
Omega, the national service fraternity, 
the group also operates several service 
programs. The Mary House project in- 
volves fixing homes to house Bosnian 
refugees. Participants in the Samaritan 
Inns project prepare dinner for men who 
are formerly homeless and recovering 
from drug addictions. 

“It’s really exciting to see them in a 
hopeful stage,” said Jaremey McMullin 
(COL 98), vice president for Service 

and coordinator of the project. 
The fraternity also volunteers at the 

Calvary Women’s Shelter, which houses 
25 homeless women. Each woman has a 
social worker who helps her find a job. 
Three volunteers staff the shelter over- 
night to keep order, make breakfast, and 
distribute medicine. 

Georgetown’s Demeter House group 
goes to Demeter House Northwest, an- 
other women’s shelter. Dedicated to help- 
ing women with drug addictions, it pro- 
vides them with a routine and responsi- 
bilities. Twice a week, Vice President 
Jeannie Chan (SFS ’00) said, members 

tutor the women toward their GEDs. 

Devoted to Service 
  

According to Colleen Maher, Program 
Coordinator for the Volunteer and Public 
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Soup-kitchen programs are among the most popular volunteer programs at Georgetown, and at times would-be 

volunteers are turned away because of limited space. Nevertheless, opportunities for involvement on campus abound. 

Service Center, approximately 75 percent 
of Georgetown students will volunteer 
during theirundergraduate years. The VPS 
Center, located on thethird floorof Leavey, 

constantly updates its resources of infor- 
mation on volunteer opportunities. The 
office’s popularity, with many students 
dropping by just to browse the racks of 
brochures, pointsto Georgetown ’s strength 
as a volunteer-oriented school. 

For freshmen in the First-year Orienta- 
tion to Community Service program, par- 
ticipation in volunteer projects is their first 
activity at Georgetown. Meredith Duers 
(COL ’00) participated in FOCI this year, 
arriving on campus a week early to do 
service. Venturing to Southeastand North- 
east Washington for service projects, the 
35 participants explored the city’s needs 
and the options for service available to 
them. Many students continue to do ser- 
vice after the first week. According to 
Duers, it is a FOCI tradition to continue 

projects they start during the week. 
“Three of us who did it this year liked it 

so much that weapplied as leaders for next 
year,” she said. 

After freshman year, the District Action 
Project provides an opportunity 10r those 
committed to service to live with like- 
minded students. Located on the third 
floor of Copley, DAP participates as a 
group in projects like making sandwiches 
for the needy. Demille James (SFS ’99), a 
DAP resident, values the friendship and 

community spirit the living area encour- 
ages. “It’s goodto know you’re living with 
people who have some objective in life 
beyond themselves,” he said. 

Even the classroom is pervaded by the 
spirit of community involvement. With 
the Fourth Credit Option, Georgetown 
students can also receive an extra credit for 
their participation in community service 
by relating it to their studies in a certain 
class. 

Back to the Community 
  

Cassels volunteers to“‘give back some- * 

thing to a community that’s given me a 
lot.” Many of his classmates share the 
same perspective. Martha Van Hoy (COL 
’99) serves to bring about “the kind of 
world I want to live in — in which living 
in service to fellow human beings isn’t 
something that’s thought of as extraordi- 
nary. | just really feel privileged with 
what I’ve been given.” 

Many groups not solely dedicated to 
service find that volunteerism provides 
an opportunity to act outtheirideals. The 
College Democrats have made a strong 
commitment to volunteerism. Van Hoy 
is coordinating College Democrat in- 
volvement in community service, and 

believes that helping one’s community is 
avital part of being a Democrat. “There’s 
a big commitment to service on the [ex- 
ecutive] board,” she said. Van Hoy plans 
activities suchas Hands on D.C.,a project 
to clean up public schools and other 
areas in the District. ’ 

On the other side of the political fence, 
the College Republicans are also making 
a commitment to volunteer work. Also 
planningto participatein Handson D.C., 
they have plans for a project with Habitat 
for Humanity in the fall. Neil Bradley 
(COL ’98), the chair of the College Re- 

publicans, looks forward:to.a strong in- 
volvement in community service. “Pub- 
lic service and volunteerism fit right in 
with our philosophy,” he said. 

The Jewish Student Association also 
incorporates service as a central part of 
its activities. “Community service is a 
fundamental value of traditional Jewish 
life and thought,” said Avi Green (SFS 
’99), chair of the JSA. This year, the 

group collected food between the two 
high holy days of Rosh Hashanah and 
Yom Kippur in the fall. The JSA also 
plans participation in a Jewish version of 
the Christian Habitat for Humanity, with 
projects like Sukkot in April, a counter- 
part to Habitat’s Christmas in April. 

Volunteering also offers students op- 
portunities for leadership. “It’s only been 
at Georgetown that I’ve understood my 
role in the community,” said McMullin, 

Famous Psychic Lectures on 
From PSYCHIC, ». 6 

Oregon to take a job. Gehman said he was 
uncertain about his plans, which is typical 
of any college student. But Fullerton said, 
“the way she described my thoughts con- 
vinced him that she was genuine.” 

She told him that he had discomfort in 
his back, which she felt through her own 
body, and that it could be easily fixed ifhe 
sought help through osteopathic or 
chiropractic help. “For seven years it’s 
been the case that I’ve had pain that comes 
and goes. She described exactly how it 
happened.” Fullerton said. 

She also described two of Fullerton’s 
relatives who were deceased, onewho had 
been involvedin produceand one who had 

been involved in railroads. “My great- 
grandfather and his father before that were 
both ranchers and farmers in my home- 
town, my grandfather was also a food 
wholesaler. When she said that someone 
who worked on the railroad wanted to say 
hello, I knew it was my uncle,” Fullerton 

said. Fullerton’s grandfather, however, is 
still alive. 
Gehman did make some erroneous and 

vaguepredictions, however, aboutagrand- 
mother who wrote long letters, and aroom 

that had just been painted blue at home. 
However, Fullerton concluded that too 
much of what she said was accurate for her 
to be making it up, chalking up the errors 
to confusion with otherpeoplein theroom. 
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Gehman also did areading on a pendant 
given to her by Arthur Bovino (COL 98). 
She described that Bovino had recently 
been in a place surrounded by water, then 
she specified it to Florida. Indeed Bovino 
had just been there. She also asked ifthere 
was another Arthur in his family, which is 
also the name of Bovino’s father. 

She also warned him to be careful driv- 
ing a green car at the end of May. “I have 
a green car and | got into an accident last 
August where [ totaled the car. | am plan- 
ning to go on the road up and down the 
East Coast and maybe the West Coast 
[this summer].” 

Gehman seemed to make a mistake, 

though, at the beginning of her reading. 

who isalsoanewly selected FOCI leader 
in addition to his office in APO. 

Many students value the sense of com- 
munity that volunteering provides. After 
Karyl Roberts (COL *98) transferred from 

Emory University, she found community 
service to be a good way to meet people. 
“I’ve met more people at Georgetown 
doing service than I have doing any other 
activity, or in any class,” she said. 

There are also less easily quantifiable 
feelings behind the reasons that 
Georgetown students perform service. 
“It’s not even so much an obligation,” 
Van Hoy said. “For me it’s just a part of 
what I believe in — connecting with 
people and trying to make a difference in 
their lives.” 

Creating Awareness 
  

“I think everybody thinks [panhan- 
dlers] are just these money-grubbing 
‘people who really go home to nice 
apartments and drive nice cars and 
stuff,” said Cassels. “The welfare 

queen, the poor black woman with 
four kids living off the government” is 
also a common stereotype, Solange 
Vigano (COL ’99) said. x 

Vigano, a member of Bread for the 

World, hopes to debunk these and other 

myths through the activities of Hunger 
and Homelessness Awareness Week. 

Operating out of a Village B base- 
ment apartment, Sarah Archer (SFS 
’99), Mary Kimura (SFS ’97), Carrie 
Schmidt (SFS ’97) and Vigano, all 
from Bread for the World, have been 
working to assemble a series of events 
to increase awareness and encourage 
participation. The week will be a col- 
laborative effort among community 
service groups, including Habitat for 
Humanity and APO. 

McMullin, who is also helping co- 
ordinate the week’s events. said, “I 
think the week has a major impact in 

See VOLUNTEER, ». 8 

Intuition 
She told Bovino that he should get more 
involved with painting when he is not 
involvedinart. However, thenecklace had 
been given to him a week ago by his 
girlfriend, Julia Way (COL ’97), who had 

had it for over a decade. Way is very 
involved in art and had decided recently 
that she was going to pursue a career in it. 

A number of students came away from 
the lecture with a sense of awe, not just 
from the predictions, but from hearing 
about Gehman ’slife, experiences and phi- 
losophy. Fullerton said, “Obviously you’re 
dealing with someone here who has unique 
and amazing gifts. You have to be con- 
vinced by what she says. There’s no way 
you could know these things.” 
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Internships: Roads 

To Future Careers? 
By KATE ALBRIGHT-HANNA 
SpPeciAL TO THE Hoy 

The Career Center doesn’t have the 
official numbers, but everyone knows a 
lot of Georgetown students make intern- 
ing a temporary career. You see them 
lined up at the GUTS bus stop in ties and 
heels, adorned with ID badges and brief- 
cases. Many of them chose Georgetown 
as much for the “Washington experi- 
ence” as for the academic curriculum. 

Whether their hopes and dreams of 
power and creative contribution are ful- 
filled is often a matter of luck. Some 
internships are personally enriching ex- 
periences; others are lessons in exploita- 
tion and fax machines. 

As Carl Schick, the intern coordinator 
at Conus Television, said, “An intern- 

ship shouldn’t be equated with slave 
labor. It’s an apprenticeship, and the 
point is to get practical experience.” 

Political internships, especially those 
on Capitol Hill, make a case for getting 
an insider’s view of how the government 
really works. Unfortunately, an intern 
often learns that the government works 
on the backs of its interns. 

Elizabeth Hogan (SFS ’97) said she felt 
obligated to intern on the Hill because she 
was in the District, but got more out of 
working for non-profit organizations. Her 
internship did not disillusion her from 
politics, because she saw little of it; mostly 
she saw a chaotic office. 

“I think the political ones are the ones 
that treat students like crap .... There’s so 
many people that want [internships], and 
they don’ttrustyoutodoanything. What's 
the point of rounding up all these really 
bright kids that could be spending their 
time so much more usefully doing any- 
thing other than running the photocopy 
machine or going to the mail room? | 
could train my dog to do halfthe stuff that 
political internships allow you to do,” 
she said. 

Hogan now interns for EARTH 

Now you can ensure their financial security, too. 

(Escuela de Agricultura de la Region 
Tropical Himeda) since September, and 
enjoys it because “the people there are 
really into what they're doing.” When 
they have a big event coming up, such 
as aproject with NASA oraplan to turn 
banana pulp into paper products, Hogan 
calls media organizations and gets the 
word out. 

Nadia Ziyadeh (COL *97) agreed that 
Hill interns usually do the work nobody 
else has time to do, but she said that 
responding to constituents was fun and 
educational. She saw what people cared 
about, and which groups could mobilize 
their members most effectively. 
  

“An internship 

shouldn't be 

equated with slave 

labor. It’s an ap- 

prenticeship...,” 

Schick said. 
The burning issues of her day included 

an Amtrak line that was going to be cut in 
her representative’s district, as well as 
slashed funding for National Public Radio 
and the National Endowment for the Arts. 

Even if she wasn’t making policy, 
Ziyadeh said she got a sense of it by 
merely being there. Besides, she adds, 
“what do you care? You’re just there to 
put it on your resume, [and] to get the 
experience of being there, too.” 

At the U.S.-Arab Chamber of Com- 
merce, Ziyadeh said she is doing the 
same work as the full-time employees. 
She is even more enthusiastic about it 
than they are because she only goes in 
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Many at Georgetown considerinternships a vital part of the“Washington experience” and an opportunity to explore career 

options. Above, Peter Gonzalez (GSB '98) discusses his internship at Dean Witter with Albert Latour (GSB '98). 
  

twice a week. “I do it because I like to do 
it, not because I’m bound to do it,” she 
explained. 

Melissa Phillips (NUR ’97) has been 
anurse technician at Georgetown Hospi- 
tal since October 1995, and a volunteer at 
Hospice Careof D.C. since October 1996. 
She said she found her calling in long- 
term care, caring for patients and their 
families’ emotional needs. 

She said, “I tell myself, fine, I’m not 
going to get paid, but I’ll stick with 
something I’m interested in, instead of 
jumping around from company to com- 
pany just to put it on my resume. I think 
it shows commitment.” : 

Business school students are more 
likely to appreciate that commitment 
because many companies pay and guar- 
antee their interns real jobs after gradua- 
tion. Mirela [onescu (GSB ’97) wants to 
find an internship this summer, so she 
will be ready to start full-time when she 
graduates next December. 

(RE 
ERR: 

instinct to 
protect them... 

   

Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017-3206 
*Eligibility restricted to members of the educational und research community. Domestic Partners are eligible who meet the criteria of heirig two adults. not related by blood, who 
have resided together continuously for at least six months and who intend to reside together on a permanent basis. These individuals must be mutually responsible for their common 
welfare and cannot maintain any other domestic pannership or marriage. Ratings received from AM. Best Co.. Moody's Investors Service, Standard & Poor's and Duff & Phelps 
Credit Rating Co. These companies are independent ugencies that rate insurance companies based on stability, sound investments. overall financial strength, management perfor- 
mance and ctuims-paying ability. Based on diagnosis of a terminal illness and a. life expectancy of 12 months or less. Receipt of these accelerated death benefits may affect 
eligibility for public assistunce programs und may be taxable. 
©1997 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund 

  
Harvey 

A PLAY BY MARY CHASE 

APRIL 3, 4, 5,10, 11, 12 
8 PM, APRIL 5, 7:30 PM. 

97ADLIX1\P 

"Good. Nobody here 
but people.” 

Nomadic Theatre proudly presents... 

WALSH BLACK BOX THEATRE 

TICKETS ONLY $5.00 

For more information call Erik at (202) 342-0698 

Presented through the Office of Performing Arts 

© portuniti 

“The pressure is immense because if 
they give you an internship, they give you 
an offer, too. So, it’s very selective from 
that point of view,” lonescu said. 

She said her internship at General 
Electric was great because she did “real 
work” and built leadership skills. She 
said she thinks internships in business 
aremore practical, “because the stuffyou 
learn in business school is practical.” 

Ziyadeh said of her Hill experience, 
“It demystified the whole thing for me. I 
got a taste of it, and then I decided it 

wasn’t something | wanted to pursue 
early on.” 

“Life is like a box of chocolates, and if 
youdon’tlikeit, you canspititoutandtry 
a new one,” she said. 

At the same time, Ziyadeh is looking 
forward to graduation. Her internships 
taught her “the rules of the game” and 
office etiquette, and developed her re- 
search skills. Now she is comfortable in 
a professional setting, and feels confi- 

Struggling 
Service Groups 
rrRom VOLUNTEER, ». 7 

two ways. The first is awareness, to 

spread information about how serious 
a problem hunger and homelessness 
is, not just in the world, but in the D.C. 

area specifically. And secondly, to help 
students know what [volunteer] op- 

  

  

    

of programs and organizations both on 
and off campus in need of volunteers. 

A wide variety of activities are 
planned for the week. A table in Red 
Square will provide information, sta- 
tistics and sign-up opportunities from 
Monday through Friday. At Habitat 
for Humanity’s “Sign A Stud” table, 
contributors can put their names on 
studs that will end up as part of a 
Habitat house’s framework. There will 
be opportunities to make and deliver 
sandwiches in the District as well as 
other opportunities for community ser- 
vice. 

The most important goal ofthe week, 
though, is awareness, Vigano said. 

“You don’t necessarily react to 
homelessness when you read about it 

Getting a little . 

WORRIED 

  

about finding a job? 

| Your Job Search 

Begins Here... 

Unadvertised Jobs!!! 

Call NAJEX 24 hrs 
FREE INFORMATION 

North American Job Exchange 

1-800-962-5392 

  

areavailable,” through fists 

dent applying for jobs. 
Phillips hopes to work with cancer 

patients after graduation. She said her 
internships have given her a “huge sense 
ofaccomplishment” that comes from see- 
ing people get better or worse, and mak- 
ing a positive difference in their lives 
regardless. : 

Cameron Page (COL 97) thoroughly 
enjoyed interning with his senator, doing 
what he called “100 percent interesting 
stuff.” Ifhe were not planning to launch an 
acting career in New York this summer, 

hewouldconsider gettingajob onthe Hill. 
Still, he thinks he can combine the 

two. “There’s something the same about 
politics and acting that attracts me to 
them. It’s not about what you know; it’s 
about the impression you give, or who 
you know. How you act is very crucial. 
Especially in acting,” he said. 

For many people, making an impres- 
sion is the first lesson of the “Washing- 
ton experience.” 
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Polish 

Quirks 
FROM POLAND, ». 6 

license rather than have an instructor fail 
them five times in a row in an effort to 
collect as many testing fees as possible, 
no one blinks. The instructor needs to 
feed his family, the driver needs a li- 

cense, and what’s wrong with that? 
A no-smoking sign in a theater lobby 

means about as much as a “dry dorm” 
speech in New South. Someone driving 
an expensive looking car could be going 
20 miles per hour under the speed limit 
and still get pulled over for speeding by 
a cop hoping to pad his salary with a 
little ticket action. Cheating in schools 
is a given — students consider it their 
right to bring every available resource to 
bear on the test at hand, and teachers 

halfheartedly play the role of consis- 
tently duped enforcers. And Poland defi- 
nitely is a strong contender for Europe’s 
“least enforced drinking age” award. 

All of this is considered a fact of life. 
Custom, tightly bound into the fabric of 
the family and society, is a more power- 
ful force than an ever-shifting accumula- 
tion of laws and regulations. 

For 40 years, adherence to tradition 

and loyalty to family — along with going 
to Church and celebrating holidays in the 
traditional ways — was a political state- 
ment, a way of defying and escaping 
from the pressures of an often repressive 
and always illogical government. Break- 
ing the little laws, and sometimes the big 
ones, was symbolic. 

The relentless growth of regulations 
and bureaucracy, without the support or 
consent of the people, did little to in- 
crease respect for the law. 

To paraphrase the old saying, though, 
when in Poland do as the Poles do. I’ve 
stopped asking why — traditions are 
traditions, rules are rules. Besides, slip- 

pers and a hairdryer are small sacrifices 
to make for my mother’s good name. 

— Andrew Curry 
Warsaw, Poland 

Against Local Poverty 
Work to Improve Life in D.C. 

in a newspaper anymore, because it’s 
always there. It’s like, what’s new? So 

people fall into this kind of compla- 
cency.” 

Fliers with statistics will force people 

    ho 

Tone actsh 
whatever, will catch 

someone’s eye and they’ll say, ‘Jesus, is 
that really true?’” she said. 

Vigano hopes that, once made aware 
of the problems, students will make a 
commitment to changing them. She 
acknowledges that many students feel 
awkward getting personally involved 
with the poor, and may hesitate to 
volunteer because of it. “It’s hard to 
get over the initial intimidation,” she 
said. “I’ve had guys yell at me, I’ve 
had people drunk on the street spit on 
me. That is not motivating. That is 
really, really discouraging.” 

Still, she stresses, even these people 
need help, and she wants prospective 
volunteers to consider where these" 

people are coming from. “These people 

         

melessness- 

    

     

get brushed off, spit on, kicked, 

brushed off by police, every second of 
their lives,” she said. “Not everyone is 
going to be nice to you. Some people 
are just blessing God, and blessing 
me... Some people don’t say a word, 

1d just walk away. You're notasking 
for thank-yous. You're doing it be- 
cause that’s what you feel is right.” 

Some potential volunteers may also 
doubt the impact of their work 
onproblems so large. “If everybody 
said that, nething would get done,” 
Vigano said. “It is such a big problem, 
but walking around giving a sandwich 
to someone makes a difference to that 
person.” 

Long after the fliers for Hunger and 
Homelessness Awareness Week are 
gone, Joe and Jane Hoyas will still 
stroll in and out of the shops in 
Georgetown, and homeless people will 
still ask them for money. Will any- 
thing have changed? 

Cassels said, “Apparently D.C.’s 

  

not going to do anything about it, but 
maybe we can.” 

  

    

    

Preguant? 

      

   

   
   love your baby 

{and yourself by giving it life, hope, and 
joy. We are a childless couple longing to} 
become loving parents through private | 
adoption. Together we can turn each 

other's sorrow into joy, and share 
ideas for your and your baby's 

VISIT US AT: 
WWW. 

access. 
digex. 

| net/ 
|~spartan/ 
baby. html 
Or Call Us Just 

To Talk. No 

Obligation. Your 
Privacy Strictly 

Respected. 

     
   

   

You can 

        

  

    
      
    
  
  

  

         
  

  

  

Stories Our Mothers Never Told Us: 

A Festival of ‘Women in Film 
  

  

  

Wednesday, April 2, 1997 
7 p.m. 

Reiss Bldg. Room 112 

BLACK KITES by Jo Andres 

JUDY SPOT by Sadie Benning 
FAST FOOD WOMEN 

by Anne Johnson 
DID YOU DO THE NAPKIN 

TOPS? 
by Lisa Doyle 

NADJA by Michael Almereyda 

Thursday, April 3, 1997 

7 p.m. 

Intercultural Center 101 

  

  

  

Photograph from LIPSTICK by H. McKern 

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY 

The festival is free and 
open to the public. 

Thursday, April 10, 1997 

7 p.m. 

Intercultural Center 101 

THAT NIGHT 
by Tamara Paris and 

John Keister 
WHY? 

by Carol Halstead 
SILENCES OF THE PALACE 

by Moufida Tlatli 

  
Wednesday, April 16, 1997 

7 p.m. 

Reiss Bldg. Room 103 

SAMSARA 
  

BUTTERFLIES ON THE 
SCAFFOLD 

by Margaret Gilpin & Luis 
Bernaza 

LIPSTICK by Harriet McKern 

BLUSH by Li Shaohong     
  

  

Tuesday, April 8, 1997, 7 p.m. 
Reiss Bldg. Room 103 
SATYA by Ellen Bruno 

THE MENOPAUSE SONG by G. Noonan 
SHINJUKO BOYS 

K. Longinotto and J. Williams 

GIRLS TOWN by Jim McKay 

by Ellen Bruno 

CALLING THE GHOSTS 
by M. Jacobson and K. Jelincic 
YOUR NAME IN CELLULITE 

by Gail Noonan 

CELESTIAL CLOCKWORK 
by Fina Torres       

  

Sponsored by the Women’s Studies Program; Communication, Culture and Technology; the Departments 
of Spanish and Portugese, French, and English; the East Asian Languages and Cultures Program; 

the Center for Australian and New Zealand Studies; Office. of Student Affairs; the GU Women’s Center. 
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ornell Defeats First Boat 
Women's Novice Team Outdistances Williams 
By KRISTEN GROSSNICKLE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
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McCavera, Urick Lead Hoyas 
MEN’S LAX, From Pp. 10 

McCavera and Scott Urick both contributed three goals 
to lead all scorers. Senior midfielder Dan Martin added 
two goals of his own in addition to registering two 
assists. 

Coach Urick attributed his team’s victory to two 
major factors: senior leadership and the play of junior 
midfielder Steve lorio, who contributed a goal in the 
Hoyas’ triumph over the Wildcats. Urick said of Iorio, 
“He’s areal strong player and has been playing real well 
all season long.” 

With 9:44 left to play in the first quarter, the Wildcats 
scored the game’s first goal to give them an early lead. 
However, this would prove to be the last time the Hoyas 
would trail the entire game. Less than a minute later, 
sophomore midfielder Tyler Gamble evened the score on 
an assist from Martin. Urick then followed with two of 
his three goals. The Hoyas notched six goals in the 
second period to take an 8-4 lead into the half. 

Early in the third quarter, the Hoyas put the game out 
of reach as Martin and senior midfielder Doug Meehan 

12-7 lead. 
In the fourth period, the Hoya defense dominated the 

Wildcats as Georgetown outscored Villanova 4-0. Sopho- 
more goalie Brian Hole registered nine saves in the 
game, with four of them coming in the final period. In 
the final six minutes of play, classmate Kevin O’Brien 
took over in goal to record three more saves for George- 
town. 

The Hoyas outshot the Wildcats 39-29 and won 16 of 
26 faceoffs as well. However, the Wildcats edged the 
Hoyas 39-38 in ground balls. Coach Urick and his 
squad are already looking ahead to their next four 
matchups against Hofstra, Hobart, Loyola of Maryland 
and Lehigh. 

“Three out of our next four games are going to be tough,” 
Urick said. “We need to be at our best for these games.” 

He added that the toughest of these upcoming con- 
tests will be Saturday when Georgetown plays host to 
Hofstra, a team currently tied for No. 4 in the country. 

Urick, however, is not worried about rankings. “The 

last thing I want our guys to be concerned with is the : i; 
scored consecutive goals to increase the Hoyas’ lead to poll,” he said. “We have to get it done on the field. We boot Anished within five seconds of 

: Ee ; ; i 4 Cornell’s time of 5:58.6. In the second Da 10-4. The Hoyas closed out the third quarter enjoying a have to play hard thirteen times and then some. freshman face. Comell’s mark of 

6:20.0 proved too fast for the Hoyas. 

Princeton, the men’s lightweight JV 
and freshmen boats competed in New 
Haven, Conn., versus Yale and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technol- 
ogy. The standings were identical in 
both races with Yale capturing the top 
position, Georgetown finishing sec- 
ond, and MIT third. 

Friday the men and women played 
host to Williams College on the 
Potomac. 

In the varsity heavyweight competi- 
tion, the Georgetown men defeated 
Williams College with a time of 5:39.5, 
nearly eight seconds faster than the 
Williams boat. 

Georgetown’s “A” boat in the nov- 
ice competition beat out the others 
with a time of 5:52, followed by Wil- 

Hoyas’ “B” boat with 6:24. 
The JV women’s eights were 

outmatched by a varsity boat from Wil- 
liams. Georgetown boats finished in 
second and third places, trailing Wil- 
liams by eight and nine seconds re- 
spectively. 

The Hoyas’ novice boats notched 
wins over Williams in two races. The 
first boat recorded a time of 6:32.3 to 
Williams’ 6:45.1. In the second nov- 
ice race, the Hoyas’ posted a time of 

7:27.7, with Williams crossing the 
line 20 seconds later. 

Saturday the lightweight men’s team 
will play host to regional-rival Navy 
while the heavyweight men’s and 
women’s teams will compete at the 
George Washington Invitational on the 

  

The men’s and women’s crew teams 
participated in several races this week- 
end with mixed results as the heavy- 
weight men’s second varsity boat cap- 
tured the sole Hoya victory of the day 
with a first-place finish (5:58.9) 
against Cornell in Princeton, N.J. The 
Hoyas’ first boat was defeated by 
Cornell’s finish of 5:48.7, almost four 
seconds faster than Georgetown. 

The two freshmen boats that com- 
peted suffered losses at the hands of 
the Cornell eights. The first freshman       

  

    

GU Splits Pair with UConn 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

While their teammates were in liams with a time of 6:13, and the Potomac River. 

  

  
  

  

  

- oa Sport Short : BASEBALL, From p. 10 two stolen bases. ; catcher Alex Offut was 2-for-5 with his or S I n or 
gave up three earned runs, and sopho- The Huskies opened game one of their first career home run. 
more righty Rich Angowski, who gave doubleheader with the Hoyas witha a hit- Sophomore righty Franklin Jarman : 
up two earned runs in four innings to  tingbarrage. They struckfor11runsonll (2-4) gotthe win, going six and one-third Red Sto rm Falls 5.2 to Hoyas 
earn the save, plenty of support. hits, and garnered seven walks. George- innings and giving up two earned runs 

The offense struck for 15 runs on 16 ~~ town sophomore starter Brian Van der on four hits and four walks while striking ; , : 
4 ) hits. Nine different Hoyas had hits as Waag left the game without gettinganout out four. Pines came on to pitch the final The Georgetown § mens fonmis Taking Out Temple Beyond Yates Pool 

i Corman led the way. going 3-for-3 with but not before yielding four earned runs. two and two-thirds, giving up three team improved its record to 13-15 rR ARG 
| three runs scored, two walks and two Connecticut struck for three more off ~ earned runs on four hits and two walks with a 5-2 home victory Saturday Extending its winning streak to five The Georgetown men’s and 
| RBI at the bottom of the order. Cannone, who went four innings, and while striking out two and earning his over Big East rival St. John’s. matches, the Georgetown’s women’s women’s swimming and diving 

“Corman played very well,” Ma- added another four runs off sophomore eighth save. The match featured a Hoya sweep tennis team earned a 6-3 victory over squads earned Academic All-Ameri- 

son said. “He has done very well de- righty John Roche, who pitched the final “We did things a lot better in the of the three doubles matches. At Temple Saturday. Sunday’s match can status for the fall 1996 semester, 
fensively, he is picking up lots of two innings. O’Brien, sophomore second game.” Mason said. “We took No. 1 doubles, senior Chris DiCarlo against St. John’s was rained out. The making this the fifth straight semester 

! walks, and he is doing the things we leftfielder Sean Mignognaand Mariniello advantage of their four walks and five and Junior Jon-Jon Chang earned team’s record stands at 13-6. Bi the teams have received the honor. 
lt | expect him to do.” were responsible for Georgetown’sonly errors and we hit the ball well.” an 8-2 win. Junior Jeff Breay and In the singles competition, junior Witha combined GPA 0f3.327, the 

] Also wielding hot bats for George- three hits. The team went into the weekend in freshman Dave Boyer were victori- Laura Schoellkopf triumphed 6-3,6-2 women’s team ranked third out of of 

town were sophomore third baseman The Hoyas turned the tables on the third place in their half of the Big East ous 8-5 at No. 2 doubles, while at the No. 1 spot, while freshman 57 squads, earning them a “superior” 
Andrew Mariniello, who was 2-for-5 Huskies in game two. Georgetown bat= and came out in exactly the same posi- sophomores Jason Matlon and Josh Katrina Mitchell wonatNo. 2 singles, rating from the Swimming Coaches 
with a double, a triple, a run scored and ters banged out nine hits, including four tion, still trailing Seton Hall and Rutgers. Piuma were 8-6 winners at No. 3 7-5, 6-1. Other winners were junior Association of America. Only Penn 
three RBIs, junior catcher Steve Buckley for extra bases, to score their eight runs. This week brings a light schedule for the doubles. Singles winners included Kim SpotswoodatNo. Switha6-0,6-  State’s 3.34 average and Duquesne’s 

: and his classmate designated hitter Kevin ~~ Mooney was 3-for-5 withtworunsscored Hoyas, with only one Big East contest, top singles player DiCarlo byascore 2 winand senior Mary Elliott witha6- 3.33 average surpassed 
CY DeSanto, both of whom went 2-for-4, © and an RBI, DeSanto was 2-for-4 with Wednesday at Villanova, sandwiched 06-2, 6-2, Chang at No. 3 witha6- 0, 6-0 shutout at No. 6. Schoellkopf ~ Georgetown’s. : 

and O’Brien, who was 2-for-6 with a two runs scored, Farley was 1-for-4 with between non-conference games against 1,0-6,7-5 score, Boyerbyascoreof and Mitchell teamed up for an 8-3 The men’s teamreceived an “excel- 
double, two RBIs. two runs scored and a double and three RBI, and freshman Catholic and LaSalle. 6-3,6-2at No. 5 and No. 6 Breay, 6- victory at No. 1 doubles, while lent” ranking for its combined GPA 

1, 6-0. Spotswood and junior Susan Vernon of 3.009, 15th in the nation out of the 
To Sunday’s match against West shutouttheOwls8-0atNo.3 doubles. 37 teams ranked. Rice topped the 

Are you about 1 § Virginia was rained out. The Hoyas The Hoyas travel to Mary Wash- rankings with a 3.26 average. 
hw ow play host to George Washington ington Wednesday, play host to the In order to qualify for this status, a 

MD Isp Lo Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. and close George Washington Colonials Thurs-. team’s combined GPA must average 
extracur i out the season with a trip to Phila- day at 3 p.m. and close out the season at least 2.80 on a 4-point scale. Aver- 

a delphia this weekend to face with matches against the West Vir- ages above 3.25 are considered ““su- 
hh aa c Villanova Saturday and Temple ginia Mountaineers and Pittsburgh  perior,”3.0-3.25 “excellent.” and 2.8- 

at Champs ° Sunday. Panthers at West Virginia Saturday. 3.0 “‘commendable.” 

: Classifieds | ? 
vacations and holidays, health insur- 

‘ ADOPTION ance, free room and _ own spacious PAPER OCEANS PRINTING co. 
L° ; living quarters (with bathroom), all utili- 10 search for some serious persons who 

A loving couple wishes to adopt an os simmer pool membership, privacy, Want to earn some really good cash 
infant. Willing to pay legal and medical respect. Non-smokers, good drivers, col- flow. Call Now. Cynthia (703) 515- 

expenses. Please call Arlene and Colin lege graduates or students only. Call 4438. 24hrs. 

collect at 703-941-2499. 804-92-7815 or e-mail 

awIb@virginiaedu. CAPITOL HILL FAMILY needs 
ADOPTION. A caring, loving, child- . BABYSITTER for the summer. Spend 

2 A ¢ less couple wishes to adopt an infant. BOOKSELLERS needed at National Your days at the pool or on outdoor 

We will pay legal and medical expenses. p, 1 Bookshops. Sites in/outside adventures watching children ages 4 to 

| Please call Barbra and Rich collect at beltway. $6.50/hr. Write BKS, 126 Ra- 7. Must have own car and enjoy chil- 

I (202)546-6730. leigh St. SE WDC 20032, or visit Lin- dren. Call (202) 544-5220 after 6 pm. 

In Memorial, Arlington Cemetery, or ; 
| “CHILDREN FRIENDLY” PAR- ay Theater Hig ~ FOR RENT 

y ; ENT HOPEFULS: Married 10 years. 

x | y Professional Educations. Mom stays quMMER INTERNSHIPS - EARN OFF CAMPUS HOUSING. 

| home. Nurturing, Fun-loving. Family-  ¢300.$6000 & GAIN VALUABLE BURLEITH. Great group house, main- 

| to-be. Please call Doreen & Chuck. BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yel- tained in top condition, near aig 

Let's just talk. No obligation. Your pri- 14, sao advertising in your University's Root for up 0 Six. i n he 
vacy strictly respected. 1-800-484-6482, Telephone Directory this SUMMER. Rent: $2700 plus utilities. ye pi ey 

code 6396. www.access.digex.net/ py qjjent advertising/sales/P.R.. RE- equipped kitchens, two baths, a X 

® RE | SUME BOOSTER Cll Collgs Dire. 2% asher nd dye ange brick 
EMPLOYMENT Publishing hin = 230. Ve 1, 1997. Call Stephen Lee (land- 

15i¢ our Sie: BUpUAVIW SUSE) ord) at 202-308-6544 or 202-219-7222 
WANTED. Student to drive child from SURF THE NET TO SUMMER ext. 2302. 

| Se Tre JOBS, Register Online 3 opp co vps NEXT YEAR? Sub Th i rf t (0) rt i 
require ondaysan cdanesaays s: > ? = 

© ly hs to 5:30 p.m. with optional Satur- SEER ooTsuont Lease 1996 Contour Ford. 12-15 mo.'s e e eC PPO unity... 

1 days 2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Please call ' STporary Soutions, inc. from private individual. Need Ford Credit 
202-530-5001. Approval, Interviews. Call Allen, (301) ...for intelligent, organized and and CTO's of the some of the 

A 363-1963 after 8-10 PM, highly motivated Georgetown world’s most interesting compa- 

WANIE D. on) for sveghang baby flexible hours. Also need person to dis- : : : students to immediately begin nies. And you will be working 

| ti i the fips aps ue tribute flyers. Good pay. Call 202-331- Sly Se he earning $7.50 - $20.00 per hour... with corporations you are already : 1 aried daytime hours $ 8. 4-per: X % . 8 : 

oA 3 evenings. es call 202-530-5001. 8372, 202-898-1122. townhouse, A/C. cable, washer/dryer, in a part time capacity. very familiar with. 

dishwasher, 1 block from main gates. - 

| SALES-PERSON NEEDED to dis- FILM PRODUCTION, TALENT Capture is a new company Your commitment is only 16 to 

| : tribute flyers. Flexible hours, Good pay. MANAGEVINT, and INTERN FOR SALE with a new concept in executive 20 very flexible hours per week | iL ; SHIPS available. Call Creative Artists : / 
Immediate Opening. 202-331-8372, Management (800)401-0545 : } level communication that's afternoons or evenings, and you 
202-898-1122. 2 : SOFA - Large, high back, u-shape sec- focused on the Fortune 1000 can adjust this position to fit the \ tional, 2 pcs, Blackcloth, Excel. condi- eho) tio Jeet of sahackd 

“Pl $1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER for tion. $300. OBO. 202-452-1 139. igh-technology marketplace. usiest of schedules. 
: : : Summer (begin May or earlier) for 3 

circulars. No experience required. Be- . ; on : : ae 

ain now. For inf ll 200-798-1138. You cldtivins. Musi have owiveny, swim This is not a techno-geek job. Is this the perfect part time job 
and speak perfect English. Full time. There is no selling involved. for you? If it is, please forward 

CRUISE & LAND TOUK EMPLOY. Great Falls, Virginia. (703) 739-4414. Rather, you are the ideal candi- your resume to: 
: MENT. Discover how to work in exotic PT/FT INTERNSHIP for non-profit THIS SPACE date if you possess a professional % : 

“ ’ lagations, yet fu praple ville Sam" communications organization with fo- attitude, high standards and 2Capture PO Box 25128, 
: ing iw Se onnmo, a Yor Siem cus on environmental and public health COULD BE excellent communications skills. Georgetown Station, Washing- 
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orget the 

NBA, Victor 
ICTOR, 

I know the NBA is tempting. Fast money. 
Faster women. Swimming pools and movie 

stars. 
An opportunity to match skills with some of the 

world's best athletes: Danny Schayes, Chris Dudley 
and Joe Kleine. 

The chance to throw a dunk down Shawn Bradley’s 
craw, just like everyone else 
in the league. 

The promise of filming a 
segment on “Inside Stuff” 
and actually meeting the real- 
live Ahmad Rashad. 

Exciting night life in cities 
such as Cleveland, 
Vancouver and Milwaukee. 

Being traded by Don 
Nelson. 

All this could soon be 
yours. But Victor, don’t sign 
that contract just yet. There’s 
still a team that needs you. A 

team still reeling from a first-round playoff defeat. A 
team that will be lucky to break .500 without your 

prolific scoring touch. A team right here at Georgetown. 
Victor. I'm begging you — come back! 
Come back and play for my intramural team. 
We need you. Look. the playoffs are starting this 

week. There's still time to add you to our roster. But 
there isn’t much time for us to win a championship. 
We're juniors now. We've been playing for two years 

and we’ ve never advanced past the first round. 

At least a third of our wins are the result of opposing 
teams not showing up. 

So we've got a sense of urgency. We've got the 
hunger. What we don’t have is someone who can put 
the ball in the basket. 

That’s where you come in, Victor. I know Coach 

Thompson may have stifled you with only 30 shots per 
game. 

Well, we're prepared to give you 50. 

You're not going to get that in the NBA. Even 
Michael Jordan doesn’t get SO shots, unless it’s against 
the Knicks. 

No shot would be a bad shot. You want to take it at 
two defenders? Three? Five? Hey, we'll be happy to 
stand aside and watch. Shoot it from behind the basket 
if you like. Shoot it from behind the opposite basket. 
Shoot it from another court. If it feels good, do it. 

Think about it: You could be Yates’ first 100-point 
scorer. Did Ewing score 100 in an intramural game? 
Did Mourning? Did Iverson? 

Nope. Just you, Victor. Just you. 
And remember, as an NBA rookie, you're never 

going to get a call. But in intramurals, that will only 
happen if you play the all-ref team. 

Forget practice. Don’t worry about any GPA 
minimums. Yell at a ref. Yell at a fan. Hey. spit on a 
fan — we don’t care. Just help us win. Like NBA 
coaches. we're only asking you to play. 

But perhaps you remain unconvinced. Maybe you're 
worried about a possible injury. Don’t be. We've 

pooled some money and we're ready to take outa $150 
Lloyd's of London insurance policy on your left thumb. 
Go ahead and mangle the fingernail, suffer a paper cut 
or even sprain it— you'll be covered. 

And sure, the NBA may offer you a pile of money. 
But we're offering you a shot at something no amount 

of money. or at least no small amount of money — or at 
least 20 bucks — can’t buy: an intramural champions 
T-shirt. 

It’s not like you can get one of those just by throwing 
around a Frisbee or something. 

So what are you waiting for? Come on and sign up. 
You'll be glad you did. 

  

PATRICK 

HRUBY 

Out of Bounds 
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Men's Lax: GU 16, VILLANOVA 7 

Hoyas Extend 

Streak to Three 
Eleven Score Against 'Cats 
By StepHEN Ruisi 
Hoya Starr WRITER 

Overall : 
Record: 7- 2   

Following a 24-5 rout of Canisius 
Wednesday, the Georgetown men’s la- 
crosse team extended its winning streak 
to three games by defeating host 
Villanova 16-7 Saturday to improve 
its record to 7-2 on the season. 

While the unranked Wildcats are 
not one of the stronger teams on the 
Hoyas’ schedule, Head Coach Dave 
Urick said, “[Villanova] was a strong 

for us. We're content with the win. but 
not satisfied.” 

Entering the game with a No. 7 
national ranking, the Hoyas played a 
solid game as 11 different players 
scored. Sophomore attackmen Greg 

See MEN'S LAX.» 9 
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GRAHAM Buck/TiE Hoy 

Sophomore defender Andy Bell and his teammates held the Villanova Wildcats to seven goals Saturday. 

  
SEAN REDMOND/ THE Hoy 

Senior skipper Andy Herlihy and the Hoyas took third inthe Arrigan Memorial Regatta with 88 points. 
  

BASEBALL: 

By JoHN NAGLE 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

The Georgetown baseball team had a successful road trip 
over the weekend, going 3-1 in a pair of doubleheaders against 
Big East foes St. John’s and Connecticut. 
The Hoyas (13-22-1, 5-5 Big East) swept the Red Storm 

Saturday. 2-1 and 15-6. 
Playing at Villanova because of bad field conditions in 

Connecticut, the Hoyas split with the Huskies. Georgetown 
lost the first game 11-0, then rebounded to win the second 
contest 8-5. 

“We played very well both days.” Head Coach Kirk Mason 
said. “We kept pace in the Big East. we got some wins on the 
road, and we swept a team that made the playoffs last year in 

St. John’s.” 
The first game of the St. John’s doubleheader was a 

pitchers’ duel, with neither staff yielding an earned run, and 
only six hits allowed between the two teams. Georgetown 
scored the winning run in the third inning. Freshman shortstop 
Josh Corman walked with one out and senior center fielder 
Matt O’Brien (3-for-4 in the game) singled to advance Corman 
to second. After senior Tim Mooney grounded to second, 
Corman scored on an error by the second baseman, and 
O’Brien came home on senior first baseman Tom Farley’s RBI 
groundout. 

Senior righty Kevin Doody started the game for the Hoyas, 
going two and one-third innings giving up one hit and no runs. 
Doody was followed by freshman righty Mike Cannone (2-1), 
who picked up the win in two and two-thirds innings of work 
while yielding one hitand one unearned run. Sophomore righty 
Ben Becchetti and sophomore lefty Derek Pines each pitched 
a single scoreless, hitless inning to close the game. Pines also 
earned the save, his seventh of the season. 

“That was a great game,” Mason said. “A real pitchers’ 
duel on both sides. Their pitcher pitched very well and de- 
served better.” 

Georgetown’s bats came alive in game two, giving fresh- 
man starter Billy Murphy (2-1), who went five innings and 

See BASEBALL, r. 9 

UConn 11-5, GU 0-8 

GU Wins Three in Big East 

      

Big East 
‘Record: 55 
‘Home Run: 
Alex Offutt, 
Georgetown 
(Game 2) 

: Strike Outs: 

  

Cogan 
4 Scott 4 

  

  

  

Keren MoscoviTcH/THE Hoya 

Sophomore Ben Becchetti pitched one inning of scoreless reliefin the firstgame 

of a doubleheader against St. John’s Saturday. The Hoyas won the game 2-1. 

SAILING 
  

Georgetown Breezes 

To Third in Regatta 
By JiLL THoMPSON 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

While most Georgetown students 
were enjoying the spring weather over 
the past weekend, members of the 
Georgetown sailing team were busy 
competing on the Potomac River in the 
11th Annual Robert P. Arrigan Me- 
morial Regatta. 
Strong performances by Georgetown : 

crews helped the Hoyas, who earned 
88 points, to sail away with a third 
place finish behind winner Old Do- 
minion (48 points) and Navy (69 
points). 

“It went really well,” Head Coach 
Steve Steele said. 

Steele said 15 schools, nelding 
Old Dominion, Princeton, Cornell, 
George Washington, the University of 
Maryland and the University of Rhode 
Island, competed in the fleet racing 
format regatta. Each of the schools 
entered a boat in both the “A” and “B” 
divisions. 

In each division there were 10 races 
in which all 15 teams raced each other 

at one time. After every two races, 
crews switched boats in order to as- 
sure fairness. 

Georgetown’s third-place finish 
came as a result of strong efforts in the 
“A” division by All-American skipper 
junior Christin Feldman and freshman 
crew Leah Wojcik and in the “B” divi- 
sion by freshman skipper Andrew 

GoLF 
  

Warner and junior crew Brian 
Caldwell. Feldman’s team had a third- 
place score of 39 points. while Warner 

and Caldwell also took third place 

with 49 points, bringing the George- 
town total to 88 points. 

George Washington University and 
the University of Maryland rounded 
out the bottom with 14th- and ]5th- 
place finishes, respectively. 

Steele was happy that his team’s 
performance meeted pre-race expecta- 
tions. “We had expected to be in the 
top three, going into the race,” he said. 

The squad’s showing was hurt by 
the absence of All-American sopho- 
more Liz Bent who was in New York 

for the Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate 
Sailing Association Team Race, a na- 
tional-qualifying race. 
“We wanted to have a chance to win 

at both places,” Steele said. In New 
York the Hoyas garnered fifth place in 
the team racing format, not enough to 
qualify them for the National Team 
Race at Portland State University May 
26-June 4. However, Georgetown still 

has a chance to qualify in fleet racing 
at the America’s Trophy at St. Mary’ s 
April 26 and 27. 

This weekend the Hoyas will split 
up to race at four regattas: the 
Admiral’s Cup at Kings Point, the 
Women’s Dellenbaugh Intersectional 
at Brown, the New York Maritime 

Invite and the Ohio State Buckeye. 

Hoyas Unhindered 

By Heavy Rains 
By MicHAEL GALLAGHER 
Hoya Starr WRITER   

The Georgetown men’s golfteam shot 
608 to finish in fifth place at the Navy 
Spring Invitational, held last weekend at 
the par-71 Navy Golf Course in Annapo- 
lis, Md. With a total of 26 teams, most 

coming from Division I schools, strong 
competition characterized the tourna- 
ment. 

Penn State won the tournament with a 
total score of 593. Temple, Navy, and 

George Mason rounded out the top four 
with scores of 602, 604 and 607, respec- 
tively. 

Georgetown’s golfers stood in second 
place Saturday after shooting a round of 
298. Playing in harsh weather conditions 
Sunday. the Hoyas faltered slightly to 
shoot 310. 

“Finishing fifth overall is a great ef- 
fort,” Head Coach Thomas Hunter said. 

“Saturday’s round really got our juices 
flowing, and [Sunday] I just think we got 
caught up in the future a little. Although 
we didn’t adjust as well as we wanted to, 
the tournament was a good overall expe- 
rience for us.” 

Leading the Hoyas was senior Chris 
York, who finished in a tie for 13th place 
with a two-day total of 151. York shot a 

76 on the first day, then closed with a 4- 
over-par 75 in the second round. 

Junior Bill Olin, who shot a 1-over- 

par 72 in the first round, turned in a two- 

round total of 154. Senior Marc Ferro 
and freshman Greg Koush finished one 
shotbehind Olin, both turned in scores of 

155. Koush finished strong Sunday with 
a 2-over-par 73. Rounding out the Hoya 
golfers was senior Dave Egan, who fin- 
ished at 159. 

The course played much tougher Sun- 
day as a result of the heavy rain. “Cer- 
tainly, conditions were bad,” Hunter said. 

“Allin all, about 13 or 14 of the 18 holes 

we played were in the rain. I thought 
Koush’s score was great, especially in 
that weather.” 

Hunter emphasized the need to bear 
down and play well when the going gets 
tough. “If we’re gonna make it to the 
NCAA Eastern Regionals, we’ll have to 
pick up our game just a little if things 
aren’t going our way,” he said. 

According to Hunter, Georgetown’s 
golfers aim to finish in the top four in 
District IT competition in order to qualify 
forthe NCAA Division Eastern Regionals 
held in ,mid May. The Hoyas are ranked 
second in District II, behind the Nittany 
Lions of Penn State. Other teams in Dis- 
trict II include James Madison, Seton 
Hall, Temple and Navy. “The good news 
is that we beat James Madison and dis- 
tanced ourselves from Seton Hall [at the 
tournament],” Hunter said. 

The Hoyas travel to Cincinnati, Ohio, 
to compete in the Xavier Invitational at 
O’Bannon Creek Golf Course April 14. 
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